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How Gl oba l Entre pre ne urs a re Thri vi ng i n the Downturn

H

by Kim Letch Partner, Ernst & Young LLP

ow have fast-growth entrepreneurial companies weathered the economic
downtown? What strategies have they employed to keep their businesses
afloat in these troubled times? To find out, Ernst & Young surveyed 3,100 of
the worldʼs most successful entrepreneurs across fifty countries. We combined
those survey results with insights weʼve gathered from conversations with
thousands of entrepreneurial leaders around the world. The result? The eight
performance challenges presented here, with the goal of defining a performance agenda
for the “new normal.”
1. Re-evaluate your business model.
Entrepreneurial companies are distinguished by their willingness to innovate when confronted with challenges. In a stagnant economy, this ability is more vital than ever.
Successful businesses have been evaluating their existing strategies, ensuring that their
business models and organizational structures are still the best fit for the new economic climate.
Entrepreneurs tell us that they are forging new partnerships to drive innovation and finding inventive ways to work more closely with customers, suppliers, distributors and, in
some cases, select competitors. By challenging existing business models, they are able to
focus on seizing transaction opportunities, targeting weakened competitors, expanding
geographic reach, and securing new customers and service lines.
2. Optimize your market reach.
Over 78% of entrepreneurs indicated that their focus on customer satisfaction has
become more important in the last six months. As the global economic landscape changes,
we expect to see a continued focus on customers with more companies emerging from current economic challenges ready to capitalize on new market opportunities.
Many entrepreneurs are investing in and developing customer relationships as a vehicle
for future growth, while simultaneously expanding into emerging markets. They are taking
advantage of weak competitors by working toward market dominance in new geographies,
securing greater growth and profits. By thinking creatively about what they offer already,
they are finding new market opportunities in emerging locations beyond the well-serviced
global mega-cities.
3. Optimize the flexibility of your operations.
Over 60% of entrepreneurs surveyed acknowledged the growing need to build alliances,
reduce costs and deploy technologies aimed at achieving efficiencies and accelerating
growth. Entrepreneurs are rewarding suppliers for innovation and passing cost savings
onto customers. By finding innovative ways to manage costs without compromising their
long-term vision, they are maximizing operational flexibility and driving their businesses forward.
A successful operating model should be flexible across people, processes and technology to take advantage of emerging opportunities. It needs to adapt to changes in volume
rapidly without being dependent on large-scale changes in recruitment, training and capital investment.
4. Revitalize the way you manage risk.
Companies need to balance risk with value and cost to decide where an investment will
have the greatest effect on performance. The benefits will not only be realized in cost
reductions, but also in increased revenue and profitability.
Entrepreneurial companies have always been willing to assume risks that more cautious
businesses might shun. But an effective risk-taking culture can only thrive within a solid
framework of internal control. Entrepreneurs tell us they are improving methodologies for
preventing and detecting fraud. They are also anticipating the increased risks created by
regulation. Many are broadening the scope of their risk management practices to include
new areas, such as third-party and counterparty risk. While firming up their internal control
environments, companies have been careful to ensure that risk management does not stifle their entrepreneurial drive and that controls remain effective and efficient.
5. Optimize capital availability and deployment.
Fifty-four percent of entrepreneurs surveyed recognize the increasing importance of
improving working capital. By improving their working capital management, they are ensur-

Ernst & Young LLP

ing that their finances remain strong, yet flexible. They are optimizing their capital structures for flexibility and strengthening the role of treasury management in their organizations.
Entrepreneurs are also intent on improving their ability to forecast and analyze market
volatility. In addition, many are capitalizing on tax credits or incentives that support investments in innovations (e.g. environmental sustainability). A companyʼs ability to access liquidity, manage and release cash; and maintain cost controls is essential to reducing overall risk from market changes.
6. Strengthen your management talent.
Recruiting, retaining and motivating talented people who have both a sense of mission
and the capacity to address the complex market will be essential for success in the new
economy. During the downturn, entrepreneurs maintained their commitment to working
with exceptional people, and are using incentives to retain top talent. They also retrained
their existing workforces to reflect changing business models. To foster an effective business culture, 57% of entrepreneurs agree that greater internal communication, transparency and employee involvement is more important in the new environment.
7. Accelerate your decision-making and execution.
In a changing environment, the speed of strategic decisions affects performance.
Opportunities are fleeting, customers canʼt wait, competition is fierce and decision makers
learn by taking action. To seize new opportunities, entrepreneurs are increasing the speed
of decision-making and the effectiveness of project execution to take advantage of shorter
windows of opportunity. They have been fostering a sense of urgency at the board level
and reducing decision-making cycles through improved situation analysis and meeting
management. In addition, they have been leveraging data analysis for faster and smarter
decision-making and assessing results after an event occurred. Identifying and measuring
gaps between strategy, planning, budgeting and monitoring processes have helped them
to adopt leading-edge project management disciplines.
8. Strengthen your stakeholdersʼ confidence.
Entrepreneurial companies have always understood the need to maintain close relationships with their financial backers. But the economic downturn has put renewed emphasis
on the importance of frequent and transparent communications with stakeholders with
regard to current or future performance. Fast-growth companies are improving corporate
governance arrangements and introducing more transparency and accountability, embedded at all levels of the organization.
Innovation drives growth
The bottom line is that the economic climate is a challenge for all businesses, from the
most cautious established players to the most dynamic entrepreneurs. Future market leaders understand that amid uncertainty there is opportunity. They are responding by drawing
on something that makes them special: their extraordinary ability to innovate.

Kim Letch
Kim is a partner in Ernst & Young LLP’s Orange County office.
She previously led the firm’s Strategic Growth Markets practice
for Southern California, Nevada, Arizona, Colorado and Hawaii.
Kim has more than 18 years of experience providing assurance and business advisory services to clients across industries. She brings a global perspective to her clients, having
worked with Ernst & Young in London, England and Melbourne,
Australia, and in the United States in Chicago, San Diego and
Orange County. She can be reached at 949.437.0244.

people, our clients and our wider communities achieve their potential. For more
Ernst & Young is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory information, please visit www.ey.com.
services. Worldwide, our 144,000 people are united by our shared values and
The views expressed herein are those of the author and do not necessarily
an unwavering commitment to quality. We make a difference by helping our reflect the views of Ernst & Young LLP.
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The Argyros School develops business leaders who create value for their organizations by blending the capacity for sound economic reasoning and
a global perspective with the qualities of individual initiative, accountability, effective communication, and integrity.

T

Cha pma n Uni ve rsi ty’s Argyros School
An International Leader in Business Education

he MBA programs at Chapman Universityʼs
George L. Argyros School of Business and
Economics prepare students to assume leadership roles in business organizations by
combining leading edge business theory and
the best of business practice within a personalized and focused setting. The Argyros School develops business leaders who create value for their organizations by blending the capacity for sound economic
reasoning and a global perspective with the qualities of
individual initiative, accountability, effective communication, and integrity. MBA students acquire the ability to
identify and evaluate opportunities throughout the world
and to execute the strategies necessary to take advantage of them. Students learn not just theory but how to
apply cutting-edge concepts to real business problems
thus preparing students to lead from day one.
Real-world business education
Chapman Universityʼs Argyros School is an international leader in delivering a real-world business education. An idyllic campus in the heart of Southern
Californiaʼs dynamic economy, Chapman University provides the ideal setting to provide MBA students with
access to outstanding teachers and scholars as well as
to a network of top executives in one of the nationʼs most
vibrant business communities. We continually create
opportunities for students to interact with business leaders by hosting events and programs like the
Distinguished Speaker Series, mentorship programs,
the Dinner for Eight program (small group dinners with
business leaders), and Executives in Residence. These
programs bring both a real-world perspective to the
MBA and serve as outstanding business contact opportunities for our students.
Research centers
Similarly, the Schoolʼs research centers and institutes
create collaborative opportunities for students, faculty
and the business community. Students in the Argyros
School take advantage of the classes, seminars and
other diverse opportunities afforded by our research
centers to enhance their MBA experience. The
Anderson Center for Economic Research, which forecasts key economic indicators, plays a major role in
bridging the gap between academics and the business
community. The annual Chapman University Forecast
Conference attracts more than 2,000 business leaders
who use the forecast results to make more efficient planning and investment decisions. The Leatherby Center
for Entrepreneurship and Business Ethics leads our
nationally ranked entrepreneurship program and offers
students the knowledge and resources to plan and
launch new businesses through coursework, internships, business plan competitions, consulting team projects, and the mentorship program. Our Schmid Center
for International Business enhances the global perspective of the MBA program specifically through the provision of a variety of international experiences for our students as well as exposure to distinguished speakers on
contemporary global issues. The Hoag Center for Real
Estate and Finance offers seminars, conferences and
forums on important issues in real estate and finance in
addition to providing students with access to real estate
industry practitioners, mentors, internships, and industry
data and information. The breadth and depth of the
Centersʼ offerings all serve to significantly enhance the

Chapman Universityʼs location in central Orange County, California,
located 35 miles south of Los Angeles, offers the safety and charm of
a small town and the unlimited career, social and cultural opportunities
of one of the nationʼs top metropolitan areas.

Chapmanʼs Argyros School offers three MBA programs
at its Orange County campus.

opportunities and exposure for our MBA students.
Close-knit community
MBA students in the Chapmanʼs Argyros School benefit
from being part of a close-knit community. Both faculty and
administrators make students their priority. Dedicated to
providing exemplary classroom experiences as well as to
offering students individual help and advice, the people in
the Argyros School set our programs apart. Faculty places
a high value on teaching as well as interaction and communication with students. The School provides students
and alumni with unmatched access to exceptional teachers
and scholars. The distinguished faculty of the Argyros
School includes Nobel Laureate Dr. Vernon Smith.
Programs
Chapmanʼs Argyros School offers three MBA programs
at its Orange County campus – the Full-Time MBA, the Flex
MBA and the Executive MBA program.
The Full-Time MBA
The Full-Time MBA program is a challenging and rewarding 16-17 month accelerated track that is perfect for students looking to start their business career or wanting to
make a career transition. All core courses are taken during
the day in a consecutive, planned format and supplemented with four electives. Students also receive in-depth,
hands-on career guidance from our MBA Career
Management Center. Within the fulltime program there are
two joint degree programs offered – the JD/MBA and the
MBA/MFA in Film and Television Producing.
The Flex MBA
The Flex MBA program provides students with the flexibility to create their own schedule and complete the program at their own pace. With all classes in the evening, this
program is ideal for students who are working. The Flex
MBA program also includes the joint MBA/MS in Food
Science, as well as the International MBA which allows students to study on three continents in a 17 month program.
The Executive MBA
The EMBA program is a “Premium” program designed for
mid-career managers and senior executives. This carefully
structured, sequential course of study allows students to
gain a degree in just 21 months. Participants develop new
competencies to add value to their organizations, using the
EMBA as a springboard to the next level of their careers.
The Argyros School also offers another international program based in Prague, Czech Republic and our Economic
Science Institute features an MS in Economic Systems
Design.
Location
Chapman Universityʼs location in central Orange County,
California, located 35 miles south of Los Angeles, offers the
safety and charm of a small town and the unlimited career,
social and cultural opportunities of one of the nationʼs top
metropolitan area. The Disneyland Resort and the Orange
County Performing Art Center are both about ten minutes
from campus. For sports fans, the Los Angeles Angels of
Anaheim and the Anaheim Ducks play their home games
within 5 miles of campus. West coast beaches such as
Huntington and Newport Beach are less than 15 miles
away yet we are only 90 minutes from snowboarding in the
mountains.
Chapman University—Argyros School of Business and
Economies is located at 1 University Drive, Orange, CA.
Visit www.chapman.edu/argyros.
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Some thi ng Tha t You Mi ght Ha ve Ove rl ooke d!

Y

by David L. Willis, MCR, CresaPartners Orange County

our broker has found the perfect office suite in a beautiful building close to your
home. The asking rate and the parking charges seem reasonable and the listing broker tells you they can improve the space exactly the way you want.
Things are looking good. You tell your broker to prepare a Proposal to Lease
and serious negotiations begin. Invariably, one component of the Proposal to
Lease that gets very little attention is one that will have a serious impact on several economic issues later on. What is that overlooked component? It is the escalation of
rent over the term of the lease.
How a base lease rental is increased over the term is typically based on local practice.
A market consensus is reached at some point in time and every landlord soon jumps on
the bandwagon. Right now in Orange County, commercial property owners are looking to
achieve 2-4% annual increases or possibly fixed amount increases ranging between $.05
and $.10 per square foot per month. Today, every proposal changing hands has a rental
escalation along these lines.
Current market standards for annual rate increases…negotiable!
Over the last 25 years, Orange County brokers have seen flat five-year rates, single
mid-term increases and even Consumer Price Index based increases. The point is, the
current market standard for annual increases is just the current methodology – it is not
set in concrete. It is negotiable, and rightfully, it should be negotiated.
Consider the following example. Your initial rental rate is $2.50 Full Service Gross
(meaning that taxes, utilities, maintenance and insurance are included in the rate and any
increase in those costs will be passed-through to you each year). The landlord proposes
a 4% annual increase each year of a five-year term. The common argument for needing
a rental increase is to account for the erosion of the landlordʼs profit due to inflation. This
seems reasonable and fair. In reality, the 4% increase jumps the base rent from $2.50 to
$2.60 in the second year. The landlordʼs profit is actually only a fraction of the total lease
rate. The profit percentage is determined by deducting debt service, operating expenses,
reserves for capital replacements, amortized expenses such as tenant improvements and
brokerʼs commissions and overhead from the lease rate. Since the operating expense
increases get passed through to the tenant each year and the debt service and the amortized expenses are typically fixed over the term, the rate increase goes solely toward
overhead, profit and reserves. A 4% increase in your rental rate may result in a 60% to
100% increase annually in the landlordʼs overhead and profit depending on the amount
spent on capital expenditures that year.
But wait, it gets worse, this increase keeps happening every year and now it is compounding itself too. At the end of the five-year term, the lease rate will be $3.04 FSG. The
total $.54 increase over the initial lease rate will provide the landlord with a huge increase
in overhead and profit. The problem arises because the inflation-busting increases are
being applied to the total lease rate, not just the landlordʼs profit percentage. Landlords
will argue until they are blue in the face that the 4% annual increase is absolutely necessary. You now know better.
And consider these lease components…
What are the other lease components affected by rate escalations? The Security
Deposit is typically based on the value of the last monthʼs rent or even 110% of the last
monthʼs rent. Obviously, compounding the rent every year by a fixed percentage will make
that number much larger than it needs to be.
Another problem arises if you have a renewal option with the nasty little lease phrase
in it that states “In no event shall the Lease Rate during the Extended Term be less than
the Lease Rate being paid during the last month of the Initial Term.” It doesnʼt take a

CresaPartners
Since the founding of our firm, the primary focus of CresaPartners has been
to serve the best interests of tenants. By representing tenants, not landlords,
we ensure objectivity and avoid conflicts of interest.
Unlike traditional real estate firms, we are service oriented, not transaction
oriented. We provide an array of integrated corporate services and work to
align your real estate needs with your business plans. Our advisors and project managers form partnerships with our clients, providing ongoing service

genius to figure out that those innocent little rent increases may now place your renewal
rate well above current market rates. Your option just became worthless and you have to
enter into open negotiations as a captive tenant.
Finally, you may have had the cost of some above-standard tenant improvements amortized over the term of the lease at the landlordʼs cost of funds. That amortized amount frequently gets added in with the monthly rent figure. If only the base rent gets escalated,
then you are fine. If they escalate both the base rent and the amortized improvements, it
will result in a big windfall for the landlord. You always need to segregate those monthly
line items.
The next time a landlord or his agent casually states that the rent will escalate at 4% per
annum, ask them to explain exactly why such an increase is necessary. Better yet, engage
a trained professional to represent your interests in the transaction and you will never have
to worry about overlooking the little things again.

David Willis
David Willis, Co-Founder and Principal of CresaPartners
Orange County, has extensive experience representing the interests of corporate real estate clients in lease and purchase transactions. For more than 25 years, he has represented clients in
acquiring properties in thirty-two states and over forty-six major
cities. Prior to joining CresaPartners, he was President of
Corporate Real Estate Advisors. Before that, he was Principal in
Charge of the corporate real estate consulting practice at Arthur
Andersen overseeing all of Orange County, San Diego and the Inland Empire. During
this time, Willis completed hundreds of office, retail and industrial leases
Clients include Paychex, Inc., Pacific Life, CO-OP Financial Services, Fluor Daniel,
Ryland Homes, HOK, Steelcase, Tangram, Star Trac, Sony Electronics, Guardian
Insurance, Resources Global Professionals, among many others.
Arizona State University, B.S. Marketing 1971 (summa cum laude), M.B.A. 1973
(magna cum laude)
Willis is a member of CoreNet Global and has been awarded the designation Master
of Corporate Real Estate (MCR) by that organization. He also served for 9 years as a
board member of the Orange County CoreNet chapter. A frequent lecturer on corporate leasing, he’s also written a number of articles on corporate real estate topics.
Willis has been named a “Broker of the Year” by The Irvine Company, Trammell Crow
Company, South Coast Metro Alliance and Equity Office Properties. He is actively
involved with Children’s Hospital of Orange County, Intervention Center for Early
Childhood and ATSC.
Contact David Willis at 949.706.6600 or e-mail dwillis@cresapartners.com.

that goes “beyond the deal.” As true tenant advocates, we are accountable from
start to finish.
Because of this steadfast focus and track record of significant savings for our
clients, we typically exceed expectations. This approach has helped us win
many industry accolades and grow to become North America’s largest corporate real estate firm that exclusively represents tenants.
For more information, please visit www.cresapartners.com.
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On the Wi ngs of Succe ss: One Entre pre ne ur’s Story

lar Staffing Corp. is a Santa Ana-based light industrial staffing company that
grew from humble beginnings to the multi-million dollar enterprise it is today.
The success of Alar is due to a number of factors, not the least of which is the
spirit and resolve of its founder, entrepreneur Pati Cinkle.
With Pati at the helm of the company for the more than 20 years, Alar
Staffing Corp. is a different type of agency. It is a multi-million dollar business
with clients that specialize in the manufacturing and distribution industry in Orange
County and the Inland Empire.
By never compromising integrity and a strong dedication to service, Alar has earned the
trust of its clients. The companyʼs strength is due not only to the loyalty of its customers,
but also in the values that are at its foundation and that have sustained it through past
hardships and the current recession. In 2009, Alar posted a 7% increase of sales while
remaining debt-free.
This is the story of how a young, single mother started a company with nothing but her
own talent. It is a testament to the strength of the human spirit, and an example of how –
through belief in oneself and hard work – even the most difficult challenges can be
overcome. Faithful to its name, which means “with wings,“ Alar Staffing Corp. ascended
from humble beginnings to the become a leader in its industry.
The Early Years
Patricia Sotelo Cinkle, President and Founder of Alar Staffing
Corp., was born in Acapulco, Gro., Mexico in 1963. In 1968 she
emigrated to the United States with her mother and settled in
Orange County. Pati excelled at school, learned to speak English
fluently, and was accepted to college at the young age of 16.
However, her family was not able to afford the tuition and Pati was
forced to drop out.
A divorced mother by age 21, Pati struggled to make ends meet
for her and her young son. Armed with a strong work ethic, she
worked until the recession of 1989 hit and left her among the
unemployed. Remaining jobless was not an option for the young,
Pati Cinkle
single mother and so determined to find work, Pati went from one
temp agency to another, applying for work.
“I applied to several employment agencies, but became disillusioned with their
process,” Pati remembers. That disillusionment compelled her to strike out on her own to
find a temporary assignment without the help of a temp agency. Armed with her people
skills and administrative talent, she eventually landed a position at a very high profile
company in Costa Mesa.
She excelled at that job, and when they needed more temps, they asked Pati to find
them. Because she didnʼt want to disappoint the client, Pati stepped up to the challenge
and did what they needed. Soon, she was consistently placing the right people in the right
jobs, and it wasnʼt long before that client was recommending her to other facilities in
Norwalk and Los Angeles.
“I knew things could be done differently than the other temp agencies were doing it, and
the clients seemed to enjoy someone who was genuinely interested in solving their
problems,” recalls Pati. “I made it a commitment to always care about what was in the
best interest of the clients and the applicants, and never compromise integrity.”
By taking the time to screen applicants well and and to only send candidates that
matched the corporate culture of each client, Pati was able to secure their loyalty and
trust. Eventually word of her expertise spread, and her clients started to recommend her
to their business partners and associates.
In this way, almost inadvertently, Alar Staffing was born. Within a few years, Pati had
over 200 temps and 40 different clients, 100% of which came from client referrals.
Growing through Challenges
Alarʼs growth, however, was not an accident. It was the result of a passion for
excellence and an unparalleled work ethic. “When you start a business in a recession,
you sort of train yourself to work in survival mode,” Pati says. “You work 60 to 80 hours
per week. You put everything into your business...your time, your energy, your heart and
soul. You are never 100% certain that your company will live to see another day, month
or year. Being in survival mode is great for business because youʼre determined, focused
and hungry!”
Limited resources in the 1980s and 1990s presented a unique set of challenges for Pati

to overcome. “Sometimes things were difficult. There were obstacles to be met, such as
staying out of debt and floating payroll in lean times,” she recalls. “But I knew that by
keeping the company debt-free, I would be able to pass along very competitive rates to
my clients.”
With low rates and a level of service that was unavailable through other temp agencies,
Alar gained a reputation among its customers as the go-to agency when they needed a
staffing partner that could deliver high-volume placements and a world-class safety program. But what differentiates Alar from its competitors is that it is the only agency that
includes criminal background checks and DHS E-Verify as part of its screening process. It
is the only agency that offers a Workforce Guarantee. This Guarantee protects clients and
allows them to recapture their training costs if a temporary worker is not screened properly.
The Secret to Success: Hire the Right People
Pati is the first to say that the success of Alar is due in large part to the dedication the
executives, managers and staff who are the backbone of Alar. “I hire people I trust, who I
believe in, and who I want to help succeed,” says Pati. “Because we share personal
values, they easily become the true strength of Alar, and they are in charge of the day-today operation of the business.
“With a quality group of people, Alar is able to still do things like no other agency does,
and continually raise the bar,” Pati explains. “For example, we screen out approximately
67% of our applicants due to identity fraud, criminal backgrounds, and predatory
behavior.”
Working with a trustworthy staff not only creates a stronger company and better results
for clients, but it also frees Patiʼs time so that she can pursue other passions, among which
are working within the Hispanic and nonprofit communities.
Making a Difference in the Hispanic and Nonprofit Communities
Patiʼs strong connection with the Hispanic community compelled her to create a
business model that offers unique opportunities for unskilled light industrial workers in the
Hispanic community. Alarʼs bilingual staff is able to screen applicants in their native
language, and cater to the unique needs of the community, making a difference in
individualsʼ lives.
One such way that Alar makes a difference is in the way it is able to adjust to the needs
of its workers. In 2008, realizing that transportation was a major issue for light industrial
workers, Pati started Griffin Transit, an employee shuttle program that provides
transportation to and from jobsites. Without the shuttle service, many otherwise
employable workers would not be able to get to work. Currently, Griffin Transit has two
shuttle busses and runs daily routes. The passengers pay $10 per week for this service.
The company also accounts for the personal needs of its employees in numerous ways.
For example, each year, Pati holds an Annual Christmas Yacht Party for her light industrial
employees. “I know this is the only party many of my employees will attend,” she explains.
“So I do everything possible to make it an event of a lifetime.” Alar also hosts “Photo with
Santa Day” for the children of employees. Kids get to spend time with Santa and each
receives a free photo with Santa. Since most employees only make minimum wage, this
photo would cost them almost one dayʼs pay if they had to purchase it at the mall.
The nonprofit community also benefits from the generosity that business success
allows. Pati currently serves as a Trustee for Olive Crest, a non-profit organization
dedicated to the prevention of child abuse. She speaks to teen moms for organizations like
The Girl Scouts of America, and gives career assistance to battered women through her
work with Human Options. “The holidays can be especially difficult for abused women and
their children. So, we arrange for Santa to personally deliver toys to the children during
Christmas. We hope to provide a brief escape from their harsh reality.”
Full Steam Ahead
The past twenty years have been ones of struggle and success for Alar. Building upon
the strong foundation that the past two decades have provided, Alar is well positioned to
enjoy more success in the coming decade. It is committed to expanding its client base,
increasing efficiency and effectiveness, and expanding its services across the board.
“Iʼm looking forward to growing Alar in this challenging economy,” says Pati. “There are
several forward-thinking projects in the works for us, and we are very motivated to tackle
them. Weʼve only just begun to build this company!”
If you are interested in learning what Alar can do for your company, visit the companyʼs
website at www.alarstaffing.com or call (714) 667-3100 to speak with a representative.
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F i ndi ng Your Wa y Through the Sta te -Ta x Ma ze
Expansion’s fun, but the taxes next door can bite

S

by William Mueldener, CMI, Tax Principal, HEIN & ASSOCIATES LLP

number of states is to look at the ratio
of sales made in their specific state
versus sales everywhere and then
apply that ratio to the businessʼ adjusted federal taxable income. While multiple
states may use the same “sales” factor
method to allocate income, each state may
define sales and how they are sourced differently which can have a dramatic impact on the
end result.

o youʼve decided to launch
your business in a neighboring
state. Terrific. Conquer that
state and then the rest of the
U.S. Thereʼs something to
consider first, however, before you get
in too much trouble: State tax laws.
I know itʼs not exactly what you
wanted to be bothered with amid the
excitement of your expansion, but businesses operating in other states possibly
owe taxes there. Itʼs easier to avoid problems than to get hauled before a state tax
judge who can impose audits, back taxes and
fines.
People tend to put state tax considerations aside
because federal taxes represent, on average, 30 to 35 percent of income.
State taxes can bite as well. Sales taxes, state income taxes and property
tax on all business-owned assets are standard and could add up to a cost of 15
percent or more on a cumulative basis. Here are some important factors to consider as
you make your move into other states.

Avoid competitive disadvantages

Where will you be in five year?

Whatʼs the 5-year plan look like? Try to project where you are and where you plan to be
in five years. If you open a distribution center in one state, it might be simple; but if the plan
is to expand into a third state in two years and a fourth two years after that, itʼs going to
become more complicated.
Most states have an income tax on revenues earned in that state. But there also might
be a sales tax on all of the assets your business buys at 7 or 8 percent, plus personal and
real property taxes.
The total of all the taxes imposed on you is not represented by one tax but by the cumulative total of all the taxes that come into play. Ask yourself, “What kind of business am I
doing? Services? Retail of tangible goods?” Overlay that knowledge with the specific state
taxes that are imposed and youʼll get a clearer picture on how that state tax will impact your
business. Avoid the mistake of assuming all states will tax your business in the same manner.
Multiple state operations – multiple complications

Multiple state operations complicate taxes. A business owner needs to determine what
dictates whether he has a taxable presence in those states and what dictates the taxes
that relate to his business. Then consider that analysis in light of the multiple states in
which the business will operate.
Letʼs take state income taxes for an example. Each state determines the portion of taxable income that may be taxed by various factors. One method used by an increasing

Donʼt pay more than your competitors. The last
thing you want to do is create a competitive disadvantage to yourself by paying more than your share of
taxes. We have clients in the energy business who
have paid 10 percent more tax on pipe than their
peers. Simple planning and understanding of state
laws regarding purchasing and warehousing could
have increased the companyʼs profits by 10 percent.
On top of that, states routinely push tax incentives to locate in certain depressed areas.
If your competitor has a distribution center in one of those areas, they are going to beat
you on the total profit of their goods or services.
With all of this said, donʼt put tax considerations in front of your business objectives. Take
everything – taxes included – that will impact your costs into consideration before expanding. Itʼs painful to do the analysis up front but you can save a lot of risk and expense on
the back end that could occur if you get an audit and assessment from a state for not paying the proper taxes.

William Mueldener, CMI
William Mueldener, CMI, is a tax principal with HEIN & ASSOCIATES LLP. He leads the firm’s state and local tax practice,
specializing in state income/franchise tax, sales/use tax, other
transactional/excise taxes and incentives. He can be reached at
wmueldener@heincpa.com or 303.298.9600.

HEIN & ASSOCIATES LLP
HEIN & ASSOCIATES LLP is a full-service public accounting and advisory
firm with offices in Irvine, Denver, Houston, and Dallas. For more than 30
years, we have provided a broad range of accounting and business advisory
services to companies of all sizes in a variety of industries. Our network affiliation with two of the largest international associations of accounting and advisory firms in the world allows us to provide seamless client care domestically
and throughout the world. The team-based approach of our professionals provides you with a full range of technical expertise, experience, and specialized

industry knowledge to forge customized solutions for your business. We are
ranked as one of the top 60 accounting and advisory firms in the country1, and
our SEC practice is recognized as among the largest in the nation.2 In addition,
HEIN & ASSOCIATES LLP is consistently recognized by Inside Public
Accounting as a “Best of the Best” firm, an honor bestowed on only 25 firms
per year based exclusively on management performance.
1 Accounting Today, April, 2009
2 Public Accounting Report, March, 2009
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Worki ng Ca pi ta l Sol uti ons to Stre ngthe n Your Busi ne ss
by Paul Kaufman, Market President, Chase Middle Market Commercial Banking

n todayʼs challenging economic environment, companies and public sector organizations need to manage cash flow, gain efficiencies and reduce expenses in order
to optimize their working capital. By properly leveraging the right treasury services
solutions, businesses can accelerate funds availability, reduce risk exposure and
increase bottom-line performance.
Automated Payables Meet the Need
The accounts payable (A/P) process is becoming more automated as buyers focus on
reducing costs and delivering greater self-service and transaction transparency to suppliers. More organizations are starting to move up the payables continuum and choosing
solutions – either individually or in combination – that match their needs so they can
address their long-term processing objectives while relieving their working capital and
operational pain points. Regardless of the organizationʼs size, A/P situation or cash management requirements, automated payables solutions are within reach. Scalable, customizable and cost-effective, they can be designed to meet the needs of businesses and
public sector organizations of all sizes.
Not only can you begin driving paper from your payables process, your organization can
increase opportunities to optimize working capital hidden in a range of business and consumer payment processes by using electronic payment tools. These tools include the
Automated Clearing House (ACH) Network, where payments are faster and cheaper than
traditional paper check processing options, cards and fully integrated, total payables processing solutions.
Card Programs Deliver
The variety of solutions in a comprehensive card program delivers best-in-class working
capital management practices and represents a cost-effective method to meet your
accounts payable and payroll needs. For example:
Purchasing Cards combine payments and financing and are ideal for managing supply
chain finance;
• Corporate Cards simplify travel and entertainment reporting for increased productivity;
• Single Use Accounts provide an integrated approach to payment, reporting and
reconciliation;
• Debit Cards transform payroll and daily commerce into cost-saving paperless
transactions.
The Case for Integrated Solutions
More sophisticated needs require robust solutions, and a fully integrated, total payables
processing strategy accomplishes that mission. Scalable and cost-efficient, this approach
offers numerous advantages, including:
• Multiple payment options – ACH, card, wire and check – to expedite processing and
provide remittance data with every payment;
• A supplier portal that offers real-time visibility to payment status;
• Improved supplier management using analytics for benchmarking and performance
measurement to increase participation in discount programs;
• Pro-rated payment terms to capture supplier discounts past the discount due date on
a sliding scale;
• An on-demand service model that lowers the cost of ownership;
• Disaster recovery capabilities to protect your critical data and image files from loss or
damage.
Integrated Payment Data Files
The check printing process, along with a full range of payment types, is offered by
providers with the ability to accept an integrated payment data file to consolidate and
process your payments. Using this method, you can send a single file with instructions for
wire transfers, checks, ACH and card transactions. The file is authenticated, contents validated and then routed over the appropriate settlement channel cost-effectively. Make sure
encryption security is provided to protect your data.
Using a Phased Approach
Initiating an automated payables strategy does not mean getting in over your head. You
can phase in your plan without significant capital investment starting with ACH or move
directly to total payables processing. In most cases, available solutions are compatible with
existing accounting systems and require little or no hardware investment.
Expediting Receivables Collection
Electronic payment strategies provide a number of benefits and are being used in both

business and public sectors to help expedite receivables collection to:
• Improve days sales outstanding;
• Minimize financial risk;
• Create processing efficiencies;
• Gain a competitive edge.
Upgrading Your Processing
Todayʼs robust electronic payment systems present business leaders and municipal officials with attractive cost and efficiency incentives to move beyond the lockbox, ACH and
credit cards to upgrade their payment acceptance and remittance processing operations.
Many are consulting and partnering with industry-leading technology providers to guide
their conversion to automated processes that are scaled to their needs.
Centralizing all remittance data and images in a single repository hub, enables credit,
accounts receivable and customer service managers to get a head start on forecasting
cash flow, cash allocation and exception management and resolution. The features and
functionality of a customized electronic payment solution will help them:
• Accelerate collections and lower DSO numbers;
• Receive electronic alerts on check returns and important payments;
• Archive and retrieve images and indexed data online;
• Capture and upload data throughout the day, including check payments sent to a lock
box, ACH payments and wire transfers;
• Ensure data security and disaster recovery.
Best Practices for Accelerating Receivables
Focus on leading-edge technologies and make developing a robust receivables and collections processing infrastructure a priority.
Promote the switch from paper-based to paperless, electronic payment to your stakeholders and the media. Implementing green initiatives will position your company as an
eco-friendly corporate citizen and increase brand recognition.
Market the benefits of electronic payment to your customers by offering communication
and guidance to ensure all involved in the A/P and A/R functions view the shift as simple
and seamless.
Analyze the cost and benefits of remote deposit capture for your receivables management strategy. This Web-based solution makes it possible to capture and scan checks and
full-page documents sent from multiple locations and process payments the same day.
Chase Can Help
Recognized as a technology innovator in the automated processing field, Chase offers
a full suite of electronic solutions. These solutions can consolidate all accounts receivable
transaction data and images into a single, secure repository thatʼs accessible 24/7 via the
Internet, enabling expedited exception resolution, improved workflow processes and the
application of insightful analytics.
Organizations are turning to Chase for payables automation solutions that can be optimized cost-effectively to meet working capital goals. Whether simply outsourcing check
print, enabling electronic payments using ACH, a card program that offers electronic settlement or a total payables processing solution for more sophisticated needs, we can
design, implement and support payables automation strategies that meet our clientsʼ
unique needs.

Paul Kaufman
Paul Kaufman is the Market President for Chase Middle
Market Commercial Banking, based in Irvine. He is responsible
for Orange County and the Inland Empire. Paul’s experience
encompasses more than 18 years in middle market banking and
credit. He can be reached at 949-838-1604 or paul.j.kaufman
@chase.com.

JPMorgan Chase & Co.
JPMorgan Chase & Co. (NYSE: JPM) is a leading global financial services
firm with assets of $2 trillion and operations in more than 60 countries. The
firm is a leader in investment banking, financial services for consumers, small
business and commercial banking, financial transaction processing, asset
management and private equity. A component of the Dow Jones Industrial

Average, JPMorgan Chase & Co. serves millions of consumers in the United
States and many of the world’s most prominent corporate, institutional and
government clients under its J.P. Morgan and Chase brands. Information about
JPMorgan Chase & Co. is available at www.jpmorganchase.com.
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F rom Entre pre ne ur to Inve stor: Succe ssful l y Na vi ga ti ng the Tra nsi ti on

he decision to step back from running a business is never an easy one. Whether to
sell the business or keep it in the family, the deciding factors fall roughly into two categories: the hard facts and the softer factors. The hard facts include issues such as:
market conditions, stage of business lifecycle, economic conditions, opportunities for
organic vs. acquisition growth, foreign competition, and a litany of other business
indicators. These factors are relatively easy to divine.
More difficult is the task of sifting through the less tangible inputs, which might include certain characteristics or life stages assignable to the business owner – changing appetite for risk,
energy and enthusiasm for running the business, desire to pursue other interests, and compulsion to retain control of the business. Those factors involve introspection, which is a difficult
task for most of us. Some of the other soft factors include assessment of other individuals,
which can be even more difficult, especially when those being examined are family members
or trusted employees. The business owner must consider the aspirations of the children, the
nature of his or her relationship with and among them, and the likelihood that the business will
remain a viable venture if left in the hands of existing management and leadership.
Building the Right Team
Regardless of the industry or type of business, a business owner will need a core of advisors when the decision is made to sell or transfer a business. The team will likely include an
investment banker, an accountant familiar with corporate and personal taxes, an attorney familiar with business law issues and wealth transfer matters, a business valuation specialist, and
a wealth manager.
Assembling this team can be a challenging undertaking. Often, the first impulse is to engage
the advisors who have been advising the business since its inception. Although that might be
the right decision, the danger is that, as the business, the family and the wealth have grown,
the complexities of that business and the nuances around the transfer of that business may
exceed the capabilities of long-standing advisors. Prudent advisors who recognize this will be
candid with the business owner about the situation, and will work to stay involved in the business while also referring the owner to a specialist. It is important to remember that bringing in
a specialist does not necessitate the end of a long relationship with an advisor. In addition to
advisor referrals, personal networks such as other business owners, trade associations and
professional groups are a valuable resource for referrals to qualified and specialized advisors.
Once the right team is assembled, it is up to the business owner to oversee the activities of
the advisors, which begins with drafting a timeline and order of activities. Before discussions of
the deal begin, the business owner must consider his or her own family financial dealings.
How Much Is Enough: Forecasting Your Spending Needs
Independent of any discussion about an anticipated deal for the business, the business
owner and family must consider how they would like their familyʼs wealth to work for them. This
discussion can be framed around one deceptively simple question, “How much is enough?”
The answers to this question will drive the familyʼs wealth management strategy.
Determining how to pay for a certain lifestyle after the sale of a business can be a huge challenge for former entrepreneurs. Many business owners are able to finance their lifestyle out of
cash flow from the business. Upon the sale of the business, however, that cash flow dries up
and the former business owner will have to rely upon the proceeds to finance his or her lifestyle.
The analysis of what type of lifestyle those proceeds can support is often an eye-opening and
sometimes unsettling experience. I think we need something here about how a wealth manager or the team of experts can help assuage these fears, otherwise itʼs just hanging out here.
Prepare the Money for the Family and the Family for the Money
Once the discussion of “how much is enough” is underway, attention usually turns to tactics
for passing on the wealth in the most tax-efficient manner possible. Often, little consideration
is given to ensuring that the children and grandchildren, who will be the beneficiaries of the family wealth, are prepared to handle it. Any complete plan for family wealth management must
address issues of wealth education and stewardship, the role that philanthropy may play, and
the impact of the wealth management strategy on the family.
Transferring Assets
Once the wealth transfer strategy has been determined, the next step is to identify the appropriate techniques to carry out the familyʼs goals. These techniques are created, at least in part,
to mitigate taxes.
The techniques available to transfer assets within the family in the most tax-efficient manner
fall roughly into four categories: outright gifts, discounted gifts, gifts in trust and sales. These
options should be discussed with the appropriate tax or legal counsel.
Outright Gift
An outright gift is a direct transfer of some or all of a transferorʼs interest, unencumbered by
any other entity. After the gift, the transferring entity owns those shares in his or her name and
has full control over them. The outright gift is attractive for its simplicity, but likely will not afford
as wide an array of discounted valuation opportunities.
Discounted Gift
By simply placing shares of the business in another entity and gifting interests in that new

entity, the business owner might be able to take advantage of more significant valuation discounts while retaining an ownership stake.
Gifts in Trust
Creating trusts and funding them with business interests also can have tremendous transfer
tax advantages. The most basic type of trust planning involves transferring assets to an irrevocable trust for the benefit of a group of beneficiaries. The trust can be drafted to meet the business ownerʼs wealth transfer goals and an appointed trustee controls the trust assets. The issue
of trustee selection is critically important, immensely technical, and can dramatically impact the
management of the shares within the trust.
Note that there are many different trust structures available. Consult your tax or legal counsel
for the structure most appropriate for your situation.
Sales
The sale of business interests can be as varied in form and shape as the businesses involved.
One technique is an outright sale, which is a simple transfer from party A to party B for fair value.
An installment sale obligation can be implemented to defer capital gains tax. Another popular
technique is the sale to an intentionally defective grantor trust, which involves the sale of business interests to a trust created by the business owner for the benefit of his or her family.
Transferring Assets to a Charity
Charitable planning can provide tremendous tax advantages for a business owner who is philanthropically inclined. There are myriad techniques available for transferring assets to charity,
including outright gifts, split interest gifts, and perpetual gifts.
Outright Gift
An outright gift is a transfer to a charity that affords no continued control to the donor. It can
be a useful tool for creating deductions and mitigating tax due in the year of a liquidity event for
a business owner.
Split Interest Gift
Unlike an outright gift, a split interest gift involves more than just the interests of the charitable organization. Two primary types of split interest gifts are charitable remainder trusts (CRT)
and charitable lead trusts (CLT).
A CRT is an irrevocable trust, created by a donor/business owner that instructs that a certain
amount be paid each year to a person or people holding an income interest in the trust. Upon
termination of the trust, the amount remaining in the CRT passes to the charity designated by
the donor.
The CLT is the opposite of a CRT. A business owner creates a CLT and contributes some
business interest. The trust makes annual charitable distributions for a designated period. Upon
the trust termination, what is left in the trust passes to the non-charitable beneficiaries.
Perpetual Gifts
A private foundation is a charitable entity that can have perpetual existence. It is a grant making organization that is required to make regular distributions to other charitable organizations.
The foundation can last as long as the assets distribute.
Life after the Business
Prior to the sale, restructuring, or transfer of a business, much attention is paid to the details
of the transaction and to the subsequent structure of family finances. In most cases, however,
little attention is paid to what the business owner will do after the sale of the business. Concerns
about control or personal fulfillment often arise when a type-A business owner transitions from
running the business.
Most successful business owners are successful because they have dedicated themselves
almost entirely to running their business. The owner knows where every asset is, turns the lights
on every morning and can feel and touch the businessʼ assets. This contrasts markedly with a
former business owner who is faced with the task of investing the proceeds from the business
sale. That person might now be in the position of moving from active control of all investments
to being a passive investor, and that often does not sit well with individuals who built and controlled an enterprise. One difficulty is the inability to “see” the assets in an investment portfolio.
The investor of course knows what investments are owned, but doesnʼt have great vision into
those assets.
To smooth this transition, it is critical that a business owner open a dialogue with a wealth
manager before receiving the proceeds of a business sale. The wealth manager should be
charged with understanding the needs and concerns of the business owner and creating an
appropriate investment plan, which is clearly documented in an investment policy statement,
and followed diligently once the investment plan is funded. The investment policy statement can
serve as an anchor for the investor, reminding him of the portfolio objectives and strategy in
times when the investor might be tempted to stray from his or her long-term investment goals.
Many entrepreneurs sell their business with thoughts of retiring to a life of leisure, only to wind
up starting another business shortly thereafter. This is endemic of the type of personality often
seen in entrepreneurs – they arenʼt good at being idle. This might seem like a trivial issue, but
continued on page A-54
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The Roa d to Gl oba l He a l thca re Conne cti vi ty i s Just Around the Corne r

t is hard to believe that over the course of the next five years, our nationʼs health- Medicare and Medicaid programs. The systems purchased by physicians and hospitals
care system will become part of the digital age. By 2015, entities that span the entire must be certified EHRʼs, and demonstrate meaningful use. Meaningful use indicated the
continuum of healthcare delivery will have the capability to communicate with one minimum criteria that must be met to demonstrate the viability for use of an EHR. This
another electronically and seamlessly. Could Marcus Welby, M.D. ever have imag- same Act also earmarked $1.0 billion in grant money allowing for Federally Qualified
Health Clinics and Indian Health Centers to purchase new healthcare IT systems. And
ined such triumph? During his time, simply making house calls was no small feat.
We are now living in these unprecedented times – when one can hardly begin to finally, the HITECH Act stated a provision for funding to create the exchange of informaconceive of the notion of such a dramatic yet highly necessary transformation. Is it pos- tion through networks, the ability to train new healthcare professionals and the offering of
sible that a traditional, paper-laden healthcare system can – in just five years – advance technical support to stimulate provider HIT adoption. It is believed that the Obama HITECH
Act will propel healthcare IT sales over the several years.
itself into the digital age successfully?
This is truly an opportune time for EHR providers such as Quality Systems and for all
With companies like Quality Systems, Inc. (QSI) of Irvine, Calif., the electronic foundaengaged within the healthcare system. This is a chance to be part of a sea change that
tion has been in place for more than 35 years.
affects the way in which our nation, government entities,
Pioneer of electronic-based medical solutions
healthcare providers and medical professionals work and
As a pioneer of what has now evolved into a fully develinteract. Quality Systems is poised to benefit from the
oped specialty sector within the healthcare services
expected transition based on its proven track record and
arena, Quality Systems has emerged a leading particisolid leadership position.
pant, serving both the medical and dental practices with
QSI Dental Division / NextGen
electronic health records (EHR) solutions. Today, 55,000
The company is comprised of the QSI Dental Division and
physicians and dentists spanning approximately 2,200
a wholly owned subsidiary, NextGen Healthcare Information
practices throughout the country use Quality Systemsʼ
Systems (NextGen), both of which focus on EHR to dental
electronic-based medical solutions.
and medical practices, respectively. Both divisions create the
More than three decades ago, Quality Systems founder
software that automates and streamlines all administrative
Sheldon Razin had the foresight to recognize the benefits
functions required for the successful operation of a medical
and importance of automating healthcare practices.
or dental practice such as practice management solutions
Initially, when he identified this niche, he was clearly way
includes varieties of scheduling and billing software.
ahead of his time. Now, finally, the U.S. Government is
The QSI Dental Division in Irvine, Calif., focuses on develrecognizing that very same need – to fully automate medThe QSI Dental Division in Irvine focuses on developing,
oping, marketing and supporting software suites sold to denical practices – and is prepared to dole out large incenmarketing and supporting software suites sold to dental
tal and certain niche medical practices. NextGen Healthcare,
tives to foster the transition to EHR.
and certain medical practices.
with headquarters in Horsham, Pa., and locations in Atlanta,
In 1974, Quality Systems began operations as a comGa., Southlake, Texas, St. Louis, Mo. and Hunt Valley, Md.,
puter consulting company. The company quickly identified
primarily develops and markets products and services for
an opportunity in the computerization of dental practices
medical practices.
and began developing systems to automate them, introOver the years, both the QSI Dental Division and NextGen
ducing to the industry the first customizable practice manHealthcare have built strong positions among large practice
agement solution that could meet the needs of any size
markets in their respective arenas. The market leadership
dental practice. At that time, no formal healthcare informarole the company has secured will bode well for it in the
tion technology (HIT) sector existed. Today it is a closely
future, as the shift to an electronic-based healthcare system
followed, carefully watched, full-fledged sector, particularly
takes shape and becomes closer to realty.
by Wall Street.
In the first few years since its founding, QSI quickly
From vision to reality
became a leader in the development and delivery of
Throughout the years since Razinʼs vision became reality,
healthcare information systems for the dentistry industry,
Quality Systems has continually remained on the cutting
concentrating mainly on complex tasks geared toward
edge of EHR. NextGen Healthcare is one of the industryʼs
large group practices that boasted multi-location networks.
leaders in the development and provision of EHR and pracIn the early 1990s, Razin realized that the company had
tice management systems (PMS), connectivity solutions and
already penetrated the large dental group market (with a
billing services for medical practices. Its revolutionary suite
90 percent market share), at which point, QSI identified the QSIʼs NextGen Healthcare develops and markets products and
of services fully automates the medical practice. Its enterneed for automating patient medical records – known services for automating and streamlining medical practices.
prise practice management system (NextGen EPM) provides
today as EHR and determined that it also needed medical
a common registration system, enterprise-wide appointment
applications in its offering. As a result, QSI completed an acquisition in this space, affordscheduling, referral tracking, a custom report writer and patient financial management.
ing it EHR capabilities. Later, another acquisition brought the practice management comNextGen Healthcareʼs EHR platform is designed to improve patient care, increase revponent of a fully integrated medical platform necessary for success to QSI.
enues, decrease expenses, reduce risk and improve overall patient satisfaction. NextGen
From the mid 1990s until now, QSI has captured significant market share in the medEHR allows physician specialty providers to document and manage patient care, autoical marketplace with its comprehensive, novel healthcare informatics solutions.
matically create documents and letters, manage prescriptions and clinical images, provide
Moreover, QSI continued to consistently grow about 30 percent per year in revenue, earnpatient education and exchange data with other systems within, and external to, the enterings and cash flow. It has remained debt free and continues to generate significant cash.
prise. NextGen EHR is capable of linking financial and clinical information, improving
Federal dollars encourage HIT investment
healthcare delivery and eliminating paperwork for medical practices of any size.
QSIʼs Dental Division offers dental practices powerful, feature-rich and flexible software
In addition, in 2009, with the unveiling of the governmentʼs economic stimulus plan,
designed to automate and reform our nationʼs healthcare system, QSI again realizes it is solutions that allow hundreds of dental practices to operate more efficiently and cost effecwell positioned to capitalize on this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Under the newly estab- tively. The dental suite of software solutions and services consists of a range of compolished American Recovery and Re-investment Act (ARRA), more than $60 billion in incen- nents including those that assist with patient scheduling/registration, accounts receivable,
tives and grant money will be awarded to stimulate the adoption of healthcare information billing, management reporting, electronic claims and statement processing, and compretechnology platforms nationwide. These political incentives will prompt hospitals and hensive electronic patient records, along with other internet applications.
The HIT industry is truly coming of age. The sector and its key players will emerge and
medical entities to purchase and/or implement HIT systems and more physician offices to
incorporate EHR software into their practices. This will streamline processes and reduce stands to benefit from the transformation of the healthcare industry. The new government
costs while improving patient care. Managed care has already been proactive in linking regulations and much more stringent reimbursement rules coupled with rapid provider
providers to their organizations, a highly cost-effective and efficient measure. It is imper- consolidation and Obamaʼs HIT funding will fuel spending on the part of physicians and
ative that government and commercial payers get providers electronically linked so they hospitals.
The digitizing of healthcare will affect every American – young and old. Perhaps it is hard
too can better manage, control and care for the coming-of-age baby boomers with better
to envision a nation tied together by medical information but the importance of such a monefficiency.
In the spring of 2009, the Obama Administration enacted the Health Information umental task could not be more significant. Tomorrowʼs doctors are growing up with techTechnology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act. The HITECH program nology today that Marcus Welby could never have even dreamed of.
For more information please call Quality Systems Inc. at 949.255.2600 or visit our webencourages physicians and hospitals to completely adopt HIT systems by 2015, and for
doing so, they would be eligible to receive up to $36 billion in overall incentives from site at www.qsii.com.
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Providing research, education, inspiration and opportunity to our students,
faculty and the broader community.
Some of the innovative programs offered by the Beall Center:
■

Business Plan Competition
One of the nation's premier business plan competitions offering participants a chance to fund their
business idea within seven months.

■

The Les Kilpatrick Students To Start-Ups Entrepreneurial Skills Workshop Series
An annual series of presentations focused on providing practical, “how to” information about starting
and managing a new venture.

■

Matrix Mixer
A unique networking event integrating business, science, law and engineering students and researchers
who share their passion for starting new technology businesses.

■

SCORE One-on-One Advisory Service
Students can receive insightful business counseling on how to better manage their new venture business
opportunities from former senior Fortune 500 large- and mid-cap executives.

■

Innovation Knowledgebase – merage.uci.edu/go/innovation
A collection of the most influential, “best of breed” articles, opinions and academic research available
on the subject of corporate innovation, focused on serving the needs of C-level executives.

“In the context of this challenging environment, part of the mission of
the Beall Center is to help train the next generation of entrepreneurs
who will sustain the feedstock of business innovation upon which our
regional and national prosperity depends.”
CHARLIE BAECKER

Administrative Director
Don Beall Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship

For more information on Merage School programs and events, visit

merage.uci.edu
Center for Investment and Wealth Management
Luncheon and Speaker Event
WEDNESDAY,
MAY 12

Center for Leadership and Team Development
Distinguished Speaker Series

“Investment Strategies for
Turbulent Times”

THURSDAY,
MARCH 4

Featuring: Liz Ann Sonders
Chief Investment Strategist
Charles Schwab & Co.

THURSDAY,
MAY 6

Costa Mesa Hilton
3050 Bristol Street
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
12:00 – 2:00 p.m.

Tickets:
$60
Individual Seat
$550-750 Table of Ten (10)

To learn more, visit merage.uci.edu/go/CIWM

Mike Mussallem
Chairman & CEO, Edwards Lifesciences

John Krafcik
President & CEO, Hyundai Motor America

UC Irvine Student Center
Pacific Ballroom D
6:30 – 7:30 p.m.
Reception to follow

Tickets:
$50 General Public
$25 Merage School Alumni

To learn more and to register, visit merage.uci.edu/go/DSS
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THE CUSTOM VALUE GUARANTEE
SAVINGS YOU CAN SLEEP ON

At Custom Comfort Mattress, we know what makes for a good night’s sleep.
It’s not only knowing that you’re sleeping on a hand-crafted, button-tufted mattress
made with natural breathing cotton for optimal performance. It’s knowing you got
the most mattress for your money. That’s what the Custom Value Guarantee is all

Rest on a family tradition

about. Find a competitor’s mattress and we’ll save you up to 42% on a mattress of
equal or better quality. Visit one of our showrooms and see how we’ve been helping
Southern Californians sleep soundly for more than 25 years.

visit us today at one of our stores or see us at customcomfortmattress.com
MISSION VIEJO

949.855.6030
24002 Via Fabricante
Suite #100

ORANGE

714.289.3612
211 W. Katella

ANAHEIM HILLS

714.693.6160
5420 E. La Palma

FULLERTON

714.888.8470
805 S. Harbor Blvd.

NE WPORT /

HUNTINGTON BE ACH/

COSTA MESA

WESTMINSTER

949.945.1142
1741 Newport Blvd.

714.902.2170
14990 Goldenwest St.
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360 Comme rci a l Pa rtne rs Se t to Re vol uti oni ze Comme rci a l Re a l Esta te Se ctor
Industry Veteran Louis J. Tomaselli Launches Innovative New Firm to Represent Landlords, Tenants and Investors

or more than two decades, Louis Tomaselli has been a driving force in the commercial real estate industry, setting records for productivity and standards for
client service. Now, Tomaselli has set his sights on revolutionizing the industry
with the launch of his new full-service commercial real
estate firm, 360 Commercial Partners (www.360
CommercialRE.com). Based in Irvine, California, the firm
offers global commercial real estate representation to discerning
corporate, investor and developer clients seeking to buy, sell, lease,
or develop industrial and office properties.
“Todayʼs increasingly dynamic marketplace demands a sea change in the way commercial real estate is done,” said Louis Tomaselli, founder and managing partner of 360
Commercial Partners. “Our company has been thoughtfully and intentionally designed –
from the ground up – to help clients navigate the increasingly complex and changeable
waters of the commercial real estate market.”
With its headquarters at 2211 Michelson in Irvine – and a network of hand-selected affiliates worldwide – 360 Commercial Partners offers clients the expertise of a top-performing
team of commercial real estate professionals with an unwavering dedication to delivering
best-in-industry results and five-star client service. The firmʼs five advisory groups specialize in industrial, office, investment, development and consulting for commercial real estate
clients, including many Fortune 500 companies.

“We have relied on Louis Tomaselli for the marketing and sales of some of our larger
holdings, and we also depend on his keen assessment of market conditions on an ongoing basis,” said Annie Kodak, Senior Vice President and Asset Director, ING Clarion.
Prior to founding 360 Commercial Partners, Tomaselli served as
Senior Vice President for Voit Commercial Brokerage in Anaheim,
California. During his 23-year tenure with that firm, he was consistently ranked among the top five producers companywide; while his
team – Team TZ – was consistently recognized as the organizationʼs #1 Orange County brokerage team. Tomaselli has brokered a
large number of record-setting transactions in Orange County, Mid-Counties, Los Angeles
and the Inland Empire.
“Commercial real estate is in a down cycle, but that opens the door for those who can be
nimble to create and seize opportunities, which is what weʼre doing at 360 Commercial
Partners – and what we are doing for our clients,” said Tomaselli. “Savvy clients understand the importance of securing the services of a firm where the industryʼs leading thought
brokers will develop and deploy a cutting-edge commercial real estate strategy for your
company. Weʼre looking forward to delivering the future of commercial real estate to our
clients, starting today.”
For more information visit www.360CommercialRE.com or call 949.296.3600.

Q&A with 360 Commercial Partners Founder and Managing Partner Louis Tomaselli

Q: Why are you launching a new commercial real estate brokerage?
A: Todayʼs increasingly dynamic marketplace demands a sea change in the way
commercial real estate is done. After 24 year in the business, Iʼve seen what works,
what doesnʼt, and where the opportunities for improvement lie. Itʼs time to bring innovation to commercial real estate, and thatʼs what 360 Commercial Partners will do.
Q: You mentioned the need for a “sea change” in commercial real estate. How will
360 Commercial Partners drive that change?
A: 360 Commercial Partners represents a revolution in commercial real estate. Our
company has been thoughtfully and intentionally designed – from the ground up – to help
clients navigate the increasingly complex and changeable waters of the commercial real
estate market. In addition to applying new strategies and tactics, weʼve also addressed our
clientsʼ need for a turnkey, full-service commercial real estate solution they can trust. We deliver that – and augment it with a host of value-added features and five-star client service.
Q: What else sets 360 Commercial Partners apart?

F

Prote cti ng the Asse ts of Southe rn
Ca l i forni a Busi ne sse s

amily owned and operated for over 45 years, Shield Security is Southern Californiaʼs
premier provider of private security service. If you are doing business in this area,
you know there is no other place like it. The culture. The experience. The opportunities. By protecting the assets of our clientsʼ businesses, weʼve built our reputation
through commitment, trust,
and quality of service – these
values are the hallmark of Shield
Security.
Businesses and institutions understand that their responsibilities and
security requirements have changed
dramatically over the last few years. Today, threats and risk come in all shapes and sizes. No
longer is it acceptable to settle for less than the absolute highest standards of quality when it
comes to protecting people, facilities and assets. No one understands the unique security challenges of this dynamic region better than Shield Security.
Five locations serving Southern California
Serving the Southern California area, Shield Security has five branch offices located in
Burbank, Long Beach, Orange, San Diego and Upland to strategically protect our clients.
Offering innovative security programs, Shield Security delivers the experience, versatility and
resources needed to handle your security requirements. Our client base includes office buildings, corporate campuses, gated communities, retail centers, industrial complexes, high-rise
buildings and much more. Some of the services offered include private security officers, access
control to your facility, security console monitoring; and authorized badge services.
Customized programs
Client-requested specialized resources have included: fire and life safety; floor warden and
emergency action planning; executive protection and surveillance; plain clothes and off-duty
officers; private investigation including sub-rosa; internal and independent security consultations; and law enforcement liaison. Each client is unique and a customized program is
designed for your total protection.
The Shield Security Team develops and follows a written plan with your established goals
and objectives and guarantees your complete satisfaction. Shield Security is committed to
bringing the highest caliber personnel to your security assignment and professionalism at
every level. Qualified personnel are licensed by state standards in addition to Shield Securityʼs
background and history validations to confirm honesty, trustworthiness, and a strong work
ethic.
If you are responsible for your organizationʼs safety and protection, then you know there is a
direct relationship between the quality of security service you expect and your peace of mind.
Join the many clients who have entrusted Shield Security for over 45 years to protect their business. “Your security is the highest priority for Shield Security.”
For additional information, please visit our website at www.shieldsecurity.com.

A: Our people are our greatest asset. We are building a team of the most talented commercial real estate professionals – brokers who have the proven ability to
produce results and, more importantly, who are dedicated to providing the utmost
level of client service. At 360 Commercial Partners, we work smart, we work hard,
and we go above and beyond to get the job done well.
Q: How has the commercial real estate market changed in the last year?
A: Itʼs no secret that commercial real estate is in a down cycle, but that opens the
door for those who can be nimble to create and seize opportunities, which is what
weʼre doing at 360 Commercial Partners -and what we are doing for our clients. In this market – and, I argue, in any market – itʼs not about placing an “Available” sign in front of a property and waiting for phone calls. For savvy clients, itʼs about securing the services of a firm
where the industryʼs leading thought brokers will develop and deploy a cutting-edge commercial real estate strategy for your company. Weʼre looking forward to delivering the future
of commercial real estate to our clients, starting now.

PRACTICAL ENOUGH TO STIMULATE
YOUR OWN ECONOMY

WEST COAST’S Fractional Shares Program
Utilizing Beechcraft King Air B-200’s and King Air 350’s

In today’s business environment private aircraft travel
is NOT a luxury, it IS a necessity.
Guaranteed Availability - 24/7 Scheduling
Turnkey Flexibility - Special Discounts to Entire Charter Fleet
Predictable Costs - No Repositioning Fees
Financing Available

6WDUWÁ\LQJWRGD\DWD)UDFWLRQRIWKH&RVW
Chris Andrews

| (949) 852-8340 | candrews

@westcoastaircraftshares.com

19711 Campus Drive, Suite 150, Santa Ana, CA 92707
www.westcoastaviationservices.net
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The Mi ha yl o MBA

T

here are many reasons that Mihaylo College
of Business and Economics at Cal State
Fullerton is the fourth largest B-school in the
nation. The combination of a world-class
education from faculty with Ph.D.s from
some of the top schools in the country and
the Collegeʼs position as a well-connected and vital
influence on the business community in Southern
California are just two of them. Added to that, the
overall affordability of the MBA program in relation to
Southern California institutions, both public and private, and an unmatched alumni base in Southern
California makes Mihaylo an unbeatable choice.
“Earning my MBA from Mihaylo gave me the opportunity for success in my career; it was the best investment of my life,” says Greg Waller ʼ78 MBA. Waller is
the chief financial officer of Universal Building
Products, Inc., and sits on the boards of four companies with annual revenues up to $100 million.
Mihaylo College features nationally recognized faculty, award-winning students, forward-looking curriculum and flexible programs which attract talented and
diverse students from around the globe. Mihaylo is
one of three schools in Southern California and one of
only 171 schools worldwide holding the prestigious
dual accreditation in business administration and
accounting from AACSB, the international accrediting
body for business schools. In addition, Mihaylo
College is recognized annually by Princeton Review
as one of the “Best Business Schools.”
Mihaylo and Orange County: an economic powerhouse combination
Mihaylo fuels the economic and corporate success
of Orange County and Southern California. Through
its educational programs, the College instills in its
vast corps of graduates strong core business knowledge, critical thinking skills and motivation, thereby
putting them in position to contribute to the success of
area businesses. The Collegeʼs impact is far-reaching
because it serves as a thought leader contributing to
the economic progress of Southern California. Even
with the focus clearly on Southern California, the
reach and impact is felt worldwide. Mihaylo graduates
work across the country and internationally, and with
over 40,000 grads living in Southern California, this
advantage really does make Mihaylo College of
Business and Economics the dominant driving force
of business in our region.
An MBA in Entrepreneurship
An MBA in Entrepreneurship is about nurturing the
creative spirit. More than just imagination,
Entrepreneurship is a process of continuous improvement in large and small organizations. The CSUF
MBA in Entrepreneurship is an environment for men
and women to explore their entrepreneurial potential
with the help of seasoned industry-savvy faculty, the
latest in real world technology, and the stimulation of
fellow students who share similar dreams of new venture creation or innovation in large company environments. Says Travis Lindsay ʼ09, “Iʼm glad I earned my
MBA at CSUF; the course work provided me the
opportunity to work directly with entrepreneurial businesses in the area, allowing me to apply concepts I
learned in class to real world situations.”
Southern California: The region of the world
In business, place matters, especially when you are
talking about impact and position. Being a force in
Southern California is markedly different than owning
the Texas panhandle or Great Lakes region. Southern
California is the most population dense and second
largest region in the country with a wide diversity in
industries and is one of the most vibrant business
communities in the United States. It is a gateway to
the Pacific Rim and a global nexus for business.
Being a major force in this region coupled with the
largest alumni base of any Southern California Bschool is an advantage few can match.
The MBA and other graduate curriculum at
Mihaylo
The part-time MBA program is our largest and most
dynamic program; however, some students elect to

A world-class business education

Our new state-of-the-art home,
Mihaylo Hall, opened in 2008.

MBA students enjoy
the many amenities of Mihaylo Hall.

accelerate their studies into full-time status. Those
students with significant professional experience
gravitate to the Fully-Employed MBA (FEMBA) program offered at the CSUF Irvine campus. This accelerated, cohort-based program creates an immediate
professional network and all courses are scheduled
to accommodate working professionals. Rochelle
Reiter ʼ00 MBA, Partner and Vice President of
Business Development for Orange Label Art +
Advertising, agrees: “The CSUF Irvine campus MBA
program fit my schedule and provided one-on-one
interaction with industry-savvy professors.” Other
Masterʼs options include the Masterʼs in Accountancy,
Masterʼs in Taxation, Masterʼs in Information
Sciences, Masterʼs in Information Technology (online)
and Masterʼs in Economics.
The 33-45 unit curriculum challenges and develops
students through case method, team building, integrated curriculum and working with area businesses.
It gives a broad, strategic managerial perspective,
balancing theory with practical application, and
strengthens leadership skills. The program gives students a comprehensive, world-class education which
students tailor specifically to their professional goals
with 10 foundational/interdisciplinary courses and a
four course concentration. The 12 MBA concentration
options are: accounting, business intelligence, economics, entrepreneurship, finance, general, information systems, international business, management,
management science, marketing, and risk management and insurance. The program culminates with the
Business Strategy Capstone where students consult
for area businesses. Mihaylo students have placed in
the top ten for the last 18 years in the Small Business
Institute national competition. Mihaylo students also
finished third in our region for the ACG MBA Cup
competition, ahead of many nationally ranked institutions.
Mihaylo Hall and the world-class resources at
CSUF
Mihaylo Hall opened August 2008 with state-of-the
art classrooms, technology, computer labs, study
areas and meeting rooms. The 195,000 square foot
building is home to all faculty, students and 15
Centers of Excellence. These Centers are faculty-led
and engage in advanced research, consulting with
area businesses and business development activities. The dynamic learning environment utilizes
specifically designed classrooms to develop the leadership, teamwork, and technological competence the
business community demands. Students have
numerous study rooms for team projects and presentations along with dedicated areas for student organizations, the honors program and graduate students.
The strength of a Mihaylo MBA: The faculty and
students
More than 140 full-time faculty create strength in
faculty diversity in education, experience, and cultural backgrounds. Mihaylo faculty work in the real
world, not in the ivory tower, and prepare students for
the global marketplace. They do this by integrating
the classroom with the best business practices, technology, award-winning research, functional applications and real world experience. At Mihaylo, teaching
and research go together. All graduate courses are
taught by highly qualified faculty whoʼve proven themselves as researchers and instructors, as well as in
industry. This attracts students from across the globe
which creates a dynamic classroom experience
where students learn from both peers and professors.
A challenging curriculum, team projects and intense
field experiences give our students a competitive
edge.
Pursuing a Mihaylo MBA
The secret about the strength of the Mihaylo MBA
is out. Admission is competitive and all interested students are urged to attend one of the regularly scheduled information sessions and to apply early. Take the
next step in your career; earn an MBA from Mihaylo.
For complete admissions information including
deadlines and checklists, visit http://business.fuller
ton.edu/admissions.
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Stra te gi c Move s Prope l Col l i e rs Inte rna ti ona l
to the Worl d’s Thi rd La rge st Comme rci a l Re a l Esta te F i rm

C

Operational Changes Lay Path for Greater Los Angeles Area Expansion

olliers International kicked of 2010 with a major shift in its operational structure.
Some say the company is reinventing the business model of commercial real
estate.
“This is an exciting time in the history of Colliers International and a significant
turning point in our business and the industry. Colliers International has made the
operational decision not to be a network and will combine the
operations of Colliers International and FirstService Real Estate Advisors,
operating under the Colliers International brand,” said Doug Frye, president and CEO of Colliers International.
This statement, from a press release issued last month, marked the
dawn of a new era for Colliers International, elevating the company to the
rank of the worldʼs third largest commercial real estate services firm.
According to Frye, the common vision and strategy among Colliers
International partners had been in the works for the past several years.
The combined organization is different from other global firms because
of our partnership model,” said Frye. “As we complete the transition from
Kitty Wallace
a network to a centrally owned and operated firm, FirstService Real Estate
Advisors will control approximately 70 percent of Colliers International
globally. The remaining 30 percent equity is retained in the local markets, providing the strength
and consistency of a global firm with the accountability and intimate knowledge of local markets.”
The fully integrated Colliers International business employs more than
15,000 people in 480 offices in 61 countries, and generates in excess of
$1.9 billion in revenues annually and $64 billion in transaction value.
Elevating Client Service
Branded Colliers International throughout the world, the integrated firm
ensures the delivery of uniform services. This is another step forward in
providing clients with a broad range of highly-specialized real estate services in the United States and around the globe through one seamless
organization.
“Our clients and professionals will immediately benefit from this inteScott Heaton
gration as our business continues to expand,” said Martin Pupil, senior
managing director of Colliers Internationalʼs Greater Los Angeles operations. “Combining our business with the pairing of Colliers International and FirstService Real
Estate Advisors enables us to more effectively service our clients on a local, regional, national
and global basis.”
Greater Los Angeles Area Expansion
The strategic integration is also helping Colliers International attract the best and brightest
professionals in the industry, with the first wave of new talent planting roots in the Greater Los
Angeles region.
Corporate executives Nick Foussianes and Mark Zehner, along with industry veterans Kitty
Wallace, Scott Heaton and Morgan McEvoy, have joined the firmʼs Greater Los Angeles area
operation, which consists of more than 100 real estate professionals working from seven offices
throughout the region.
Nick Foussianes is executive managing director, Southern California, for the Client Solution
Design division of Corporate Solutions, a newly created position. Based in San Diego,
Foussianes is actively engaged with corporate clients throughout Southern California to develop an in-depth understanding of key business strategies, create customized real estate solutions that meet their objectives and then oversee execution on an on-going basis.
Mark Zehner is senior managing director for the firmʼs Asset and Property Management division, headed by 25-year veteran Mike Kent, who was appointed president of the division last
year. Zehner is expanding the companyʼs asset and property management platform throughout
Orange County, Los Angeles County and the Inland Empire.

EIE 2010 Awa rds Lunche on:
Me e t Ke ynote Spe a ke r Gl e nn Ste a rns

T

he Business Journal is proud to present our 2010 Excellence in Entrepreneurship
Awards keynote speaker, Glenn Stearns. As chairman of Stearns Corporation and
chief executive officer of a portfolio of financial services companies including
Stearns Lending, Stearns Wholesale, Goverline, TriVerify,
TriMavin, CU Partners, and First Pacific Financial, Glenn is
in an elite class of entrepreneurs.
While recent times have brought less-than-favorable conditions for
financial services companies—especially those involved with real
estate and lending—Stearns Corporationʼs most profitable period in
company history took place over the past two years. Glennʼs ability to
transform economic tumult into business opportunity comes from a
long, rich history of confronting adversity and rising above it. His
extraordinary achievements in business, media, and philanthropy
overshadow his humble beginnings, and his admirable work ethic has
seen him through countless challenges, both personal and financial.
Glenn Stearns
He is the 2010 Chairman of the Young Presidentsʼ Organization—
Southern California Chapter and is a board member of The Joe Foss Institute, Canyon Acres
Children and Family Services, Orange County Performing Arts Center, New Majority, and
KOCE Public Television.
Glenn has been honored with Ernst & Youngʼs Entrepreneur of the Year Award in 2003
and the Business Journalʼs Excellence in Entrepreneurship Award in 2007. He made television history as the first winner of TBSʼ The Real Gilliganʼs Island reality show—and generously donated his winnings to assist troubled youth. Join us on March 17 for an engaging
presentation by one of OCʼs most dynamic entrepreneurs – Glenn Stearns.

Kitty Wallace, ranked the number one multifamily broker in Los Angeles County, is senior vice
president specializing multifamily investments throughout Southern California and the Western
United States. Adding new strengths and expertise to the multifamily and institutional groups at
Colliers International, Wallace is based in the Downtown Los Angeles Office, until the opening
of the firmʼs West Los Angeles office.
Scott Heaton, a 30-year industry veteran, is senior vice president based in the Downtown Los
Angeles office, where he specializes in investment sales, redevelopment opportunities and consultative brokerage assignments throughout the Greater Los Angeles basin. Business partners
Patrick Barnes and Joseph Williams have also joined Colliers Internationalʼs Downtown Los
Angeles Office as senior associate and associate, respectively.
Morgan McEvoy is senior vice president in the firmʼs Retail Services
Group. Based in the Downtown Los Angeles office, he specializes in the
leasing of retail power centers and community shopping centers throughout Greater Los Angeles. McEvoy has closed more than 120 lease transactions valued at more than $65 million within the last four years.
What Lies Ahead
While seasoned talent is the fundamental key to the firmʼs success,
Colliers International is also dedicated to building and developing a skilled
group of young professionals. To support this group of “emerging brokers”
in Greater Los Angeles, the region launched a comprehensive training
program and sales contest in January. The goal of the year-long program
Morgan McEvoy is to help new brokers build their businesses quickly and position them for
long-term success.
With a clear focus on elevating the skills and services offered in the local markets, backed by
the strategic alignment of its global operations, Colliers International sees greater opportunity in
the coming years.
“When others in the industry were scaling back due to the global economic recession, we
were setting the stage for an aggressive global expansion,” said Pupil. “Weʼve reached a milestone in our companyʼs history and we intend to build upon this momentum within the Greater
Los Angeles region, as well as on a national and global level.”
In the Greater Los Angeles region, Colliers International will celebrate the opening of a West
Los Angeles office later this quarter. Having recruited 30 professionals within the past year, the
region looks forward to continued growth in 2010 and what lies ahead in the years beyond.
For more information about Colliers International - Orange County, please call 949.474.0707
or visit the website at www.colliers.com/orangecounty.
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Ta ke The Runwa y Le ss Tra ve l e d
wi th F ra cti ona l Owne rshi p.

G

King Air Shares are immediately available

West Coastʼs King Air 350

et onboard! Fractional ownership is the fastest growing segment of business aviation. Why? Owners enjoy the benefits of
aircraft ownership for fraction of the price and none of the
headaches. With West Coast Aircraft Shares Program acquisition costs are low, management and operational costs thereafter are predictable, and aircraft availability is guaranteed.
The size of share purchased determines the number of annual flight
hours available to the owner. Buyers may purchase as little as one-eighth
of a King Air B200 or King Air 350 and pay fixed monthly management fees.
The flexible program even allows you to “borrow” from your next yearʼs allocation, when necessary.
When you buy a fraction of one King Air, you buy access to an entire fleet
of King Airs. This means that you do not worry about maintenance down
time or flight crew constraints. Availability is
guaranteed with minimal advance notice.
West Coastʼs Southern California-based
fleet primarily serves the Western United
States, Canada and Mexico. Owners do not
pay for aircraft re-positioning within the
Primary Service Area of 1000 nm. As an
added benefit the program also provides
access, through an interchange agreement, to
West Coast Chartersʼ fleet of charter jets
which includes Hawkers, Citations, Astras and
Lears.
Turnkey flight department
This program provides owners with a
turnkey flight department that manages maintenance, flight crews, operations, and administration and ensures quality, convenience,
safety, service and dependability at a low cost.
And, unlike many fractional programs, owners
fly in familiar aircraft with familiar flight crews.
The King Air B200 provides comfortable
seating for up to seven passengers with
numerous amenities and ample interior and
exterior baggage space. The 350 cabin
boasts seating for up to nine passengers in a
spacious double-club configuration with
extensive interior and exterior baggage
capacity.
In todayʼs marketplace a private plane is
more than just a luxury. These airplanes provide access to ten times as many airports as
commercial carriers, maximizing efficiency
while minimizing costs. With all the benefits of
full aircraft ownership at a fraction of the price,
what are you waiting for?

360 Commercial Partners = 360 Degrees of Reach

Contact Chris Andrews at West Coast
Aircraft Shares (candrews@westcoastair
craftshares.com) for more information. West
Coast is conveniently located at the Atlantic
Aviation Center, John Wayne Airport, 19711
Campus Drive, Suite 150, Santa Ana, CA
92707; phone (949) 852-8340, fax (949) 2603999; www.westcoastaviationservices. net.

RESERVATIONS
Founded by industry veteran Louis Tomaselli, 360 Commercial Partners
represents a revolution in commercial real estate. We’ve selected only the top
players in every market–regionally and worldwide–to deliver our innovative,

now be i ng a cce pte d
for The Ninth Annual

single-source, full-circle commercial real estate solution. If you’re ready to
receive the highest caliber of service, expertise, responsiveness and results in
the business, call us today.

360 COMMERCIAL PARTNERS. BRINGING INNOVATION TO COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE.

360CommercialRE.com | 949.296.3600

Lunche on & Progra m
March 17, 2010
Hyatt Regency Irvine
12 Noon to 2:00 p.m.
Visit www.ocbj.com/event.asp
to reserve your seats today.
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Sta rti ng the Busi ne ss You’ ve Al wa ys Dre a me d About

o you have a great idea for a business. Now what? The “Complete Financial Office
Solutions” department at HMWC CPAs & Business Advisors specializes in serving
the needs of entrepreneurs. From our experience in helping start-ups, here are ten
of the most important steps to consider:
1. Develop a Plan
A well-developed business plan is essential to starting and running a business. Business plans are typically required when applying for business loans
or seeking investors. Furthermore, the process of developing the plan will
cause you to evaluate many factors that will be essential for your business,
including marketing, sales projections, break-even analysis, capital requirements and personnel needs. Since this is such an important foundation for
your business, hire a professional to guide and assist in the planʼs development.
2. Select the Legal Structure
Selecting the form of business entity is an important decision, full of regulatory, liability and tax considerations. Sometimes the decision is straightforward and clear,
while at other times there are key issues that must be carefully evaluated depending upon your
current and future ownership structure or tax planning concerns. Your lawyer and CPA should
both be consulted to learn more about which business structure is right for your situation, so
that you can carefully evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of each type.
3. Register Your Businessʼ Name
The legal name of a business is the name of the person or entity that owns the business. For
sole proprietorships, the legal name is your full name. If your business is a partnership, the legal
name is per your partnership agreement or the last names of the partners. For limited liability
corporations (LLCs) and corporations, the businessʼ legal name is the one that was registered
with the state government. If you want to operate under a different name, then you may have
to do a fictitious name filing (DBA, short for “doing business as”).
4. Obtain a Tax ID Number and Register for Taxes
All businesses are required to pay federal, state, and in some cases, local taxes. Most businesses will need to register with the IRS and state and local revenue agencies, and receive a
tax ID number or permit. Employers will need an Employer Identification Number (EIN).
5. Obtain Business Licenses and Business Permits
Every business will require one or more federal, state or local licenses or permits. These can
range from a basic operating license to very specific permits, so it is important to understand
the local rules or you may face expensive fines and put your business at risk. Looking down the
road, a common mistake in business expansion is to neglect the potential need for additional
business licenses.
6. Secure Financing
Most likely, financing played a role in accelerating or slowing the process of developing your
business. Most start-ups have limited options for financing, such as personal assets and lines
of credit, family and friends, investors or bank loans. Each of these options bring with them different considerations, such as distribution of ownership and control or loan payments. This is
another point in the development of your business when it is very useful to obtain guidance from

Custom Comfort Ma ttre ss Expa ndi ng
to Los Ange l e s County

C

ustom Comfort Mattress, a mattress manufacturing and retail company based in
Anaheim, Calif., is expanding to Los Angeles with its anticipated store openings
in Pasadena and Beverly Hills/West Hollywood locations.
Custom Comfort Mattress was founded by brothers Marty and Mel Trudell
over twenty-five years ago. After working for other mattress companies, both
saw the standards of manufacturing going down for the sake of profit. They
decided to strike out on their own utilizing the knowledge and expertise they had gained
from their previous experiences. They knew that if they used superior materials and timetested craftsmanship, they
could build mattresses
that would last. They
opened their first store in
Fullerton, offering unsurpassed service along with
their high quality products.
Younger brother Gary
Trudell decided to join his brothers in the business.
From their humble beginnings in Fullerton, the Trudells were able to open five more
stores in Orange County. In spite of their growth, they continued to produce mattresses
using the finest quality materials and the expert craftsmanship of their artisans.
Meeting the challenge
The last few years have been challenging for Custom Comfort Mattress, but with sound
fiscal strategy, the company has been able to re-brand itself and has escalated efforts to
reach a wider market. With more business coming in from the Los Angeles area, the company has decided to open new locations. Custom Comfort Mattress will be opening two
retail stores in Los Angeles County – one in Pasadena and the other in the Beverly
Hills/West Hollywood area. The stores are being designed by Roth Interiors and will open
in the next couple of months.
As Mel Trudell, President and CEO, states, “Our goal was to manufacture mattresses that
should be affordable and long lasting. Our artisans use the finest materials and expert
craftsmanship to create mattresses that fit any ʻbody.ʼ And we can proudly add that we are
made by hand in the U.S.” The manufacturing plant is located in Anaheim Hills, Calif.
NB: Marty Trudell has retired from the business and Custom Comfort Mattress is now
owned by Mel and Gary Trudell.
For more information, please visit the website at customcomfortmattress.com.

an experienced professional who can help you make a good decision and avoid mistakes.
7. Plan for Facilities
The location for your business can be a major factor in its success. Is a
high-visibility site necessary? Can you get by with a low-rent location without
risking security or image concerns? How will your proposed facility work for
current and future employees? Far too many businesses go under because
they over-bought in terms of space and length of lease. Consult with a qualified commercial broker to determine the best options for your needs.
8. Select an Accountant
One of the key reasons that businesses fail is due to the lack of financial
controls and understanding of financial requirements. At any point it time, it is
important to know the status of your cash flow, potential financing needs and
profitability. You also need to be prepared to fulfill regular tax filing requirements. Most start-ups cannot afford to hire internal personnel who are qualified to meet these demands. Our “Complete Financial Office Solutions”
department is specifically designed to help small businesses with these needs.
9. Hire Employees
Hiring employees is a big step and one that actually stops many budding entrepreneurs from
realizing their dreams. Finding the right people, writing job descriptions, interviewing candidates,
and managing people is time-consuming enough – but that isnʼt all that is required. The paperwork process is daunting and can fully consume an owner, resulting in loss of revenue and operating performance (i.e., W-2s, W-4s, I-9s, workersʼ compensation insurance, unemployment,
disability, etc.). Fortunately, there is help available. Our experienced professionals can make the
process simple for you and allow you to focus on running your business.
10. Marketing and Sales
Nothing happens until revenues come in the door. In your business plan you should have
identified your target audience and how your product or service meets their needs, as well as a
branding and positioning strategy to distinguish your business. Each business needs to identify
the marketing techniques that will work best to generate revenues, which can include various
forms of advertising, direct sales work, promotions, publicity and public relations. Since this can
be costly, work with marketing professionals that understand your business and target market
to maximize your financial and human resources.
The “Complete Financial Office Solutions” department provides accounting, financial and
business management services for those clients who need the regular assistance normally rendered by an in-house Chief Financial Officer (CFO) and staff. Services include bookkeeping and
payroll services, tax filings, interim CFO services, financial statement preparation, software
selection and implementation, business formation and planning, and succession planning.
Contact Susan Levinstein at (714) 505-9000 or see www.hmwccpa.com.
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The Powe r of Entre pre ne urs Ope ne d the Doors for Provi de nce Spe e ch a nd He a ri ng Ce nte r

T

Strong, active members of the nonprofit organization’s Board of Directors have long been a staple
for the Orange County leader in speech and hearing technology and services.

he powerful improvement in communications Providence
very entrepreneurial back then. We had the capability and did it in
Speech and Hearing Center has made in the lives of thoua very clever way, and it worked out for St. Joseph Hospital, the
sands of people in the community began in 1965, when the
doctors and certainly for Providence. It was incredible to be able to
nonprofit organization was helped by one of the great entrepull that off.”
preneurs in Orange County history, Carl N. Karcher. Today,
The Word & Brown Hearing Center at Providence
entrepreneurs in Orange County continue to support
Another highly successful entrepreneurial endeavor was The
Providence Speech and Hearing Center, and play a vital role in the
Word & Brown Hearing Center at Providence, which serves adults
development, sustainability and future direction of the valued organiby providing hearing evaluations, sophisticated hearing aids and
zation.
fitting, and follow-up care.
In addition to groundbreaking innovations and state-of-the-art techThe Word & Brown Companies donated $500,000 towards the
nology, Providence Speech and Hearing Center continues to serve
centerʼs 2006-07 capital campaign to fund the $2.5 million expanthousands of children and adults with speech and hearing difficulties.
sion, and it opened in May 2007. The successful campaign
Thanks to an active and supportive Executive Board, and Board of
expanded the center to 18,000 square feet, increased patient
Directors, Providence has been able to weather the difficult recession,
capacity by 50%, and provided funds to escalate services and purand is currently heading a comprehensive, speech and language inichase new state-of-the-art audiology and speech equipment to
The Providence Building medical complex
tiative supported by the Children & Families Commission of Orange
in Orange houses Providence Speech
assist children and adults with communicative and hearing impairCounty in an effort to improve speech and language services for chiland Hearing center.
ments.
dren between 0-5 in Orange County.
“We, as a board, were trying to determine if we should start a
For Providence to remain an industry leader with cutting-edge techhearing aid business, because the board wasnʼt sure if we wanted
nology and services, it has always needed – and been fueled by – a
to get into the retail aspect,” Word said. “We were more into therastrong entrepreneurial spirit.
pies than wanting to get into a competitive retail hearing aid busi“We love entrepreneurs,” said Providence Board President Bruce D.
ness. That was a major decision. But it has certainly been a good
May, an attorney at law with Stradling Yocca Carlson & Rauth in
revenue generator to help support the issues going on, and the
Newport Beach.
services and programs, and it helps kids and adults get hearing
One of Mayʼs longtime associates on the Providence Board of
aids.”
Directors, John M. Word III, is one of the most distinguished entrepreContinuing the mission
neurs in Orange County history, having co-founded The Word & Brown
Companies.
Members of the Providence Board of Directors, like their predeWord, who launched The Word & Brown Companies with Edward J.
cessors, have a heart for those battling, particularly young children,
“Rusty” Brown in 1985, and whose company won the 2001 Ernst &
speech and hearing problems.
Young Entrepreneur of the Year Award, among many other laurels, has
“It was the mission that attracted me to Providence,” May said,
donated his entrepreneurial wisdom to Providence since getting
“because so many children will go through the early years and
involved in the nonprofit organization in 1975.
struggle, and maybe fall behind in school, or in their social skills
“I got involved because of (William J.) Bill Reilly, one of founding
because theyʼre not where they should be in terms of their commuboard members,” Word said. “We worked in the same insurance office
nication, and now we can do something about it with the technoloin Santa Ana, and he would always bug me about this dinner and
gy and hearing aids. Part of our struggle is with budget cuts, espedance (the Annual Benefit Event), and heʼd talk to me about the buildcially with state-funded programs, because our demand is as high
ing, and the mission, and what they needed, and Bill was a huge supas ever.”
porter of Providence.”
To continue Dr. Inmanʼs goal of always being able to help anyone,
regardless of age or financial situation, and helping people reach
The Providence Building—An entrepreneurial collaboration
their potential as better communicators, Providence Speech and
In one of the most recognized structural accomplishments in Orange
John & Dawn Word at Providence Speech
Hearing Center hosts two major fundraisers a year: The Annual
County nonprofit archives, the Providence Board of Directors, headed
and Hearing Centerʼs 2009 Annual Benefit
Benefit Event, which is famous for its themes, costumes and décor,
by legendary entrepreneur and Providence founding board member
“Saddle Up!”
and a golf tournament.
Karcher, built the dream, the Providence Building in the city of Orange.
“Our Annual Benefit Event has been greatly supported, and
Ground was broken in 1980 on a six-story medical complex in which
earned a reputation as one of the most fun galas in Orange
Providence would occupy the entire first floor. With the support of phiCounty,” said Providence Speech and Hearing Center Chief
lanthropists such as Word and the late Karcher, whose “wealth and
Executive Officer Linda H. Smith, RN, BSN, PHN.
connections,” Word said, “made it happen,” the Providence Building
In addition to the fundraisers, and other special events,
became a reality and elevated Providence Speech and Hearing
Providence depends significantly on its development funds, from
Center as not only an industry leader but a nonprofit with one of the
grants and individuals, to make up for the huge financial gap crelargest special-treatment facilities of its kind in the U.S.
ated by offering services to anybody, even if they donʼt have the
Former Newport Beach resident Dr. Margaret Anne Inman, a speech
ability to pay.
pathologist at St. Joseph Hospital in Orange, founded Providence
Further, an honor that would make the late Dr. Inman proud, the
Speech and Hearing Center in 1965. As a nun with no resources, she
Providence Preschool was ranked as the No. 1 child-care center in
started the nonprofit in a little adobe house in Orange, just 12 months
the city of Orange in 2008 by the Orange County Register.
after leaving her home at the Providence Order of Sisters at Saint
“When I see the faces on these children every day, it lights up my
Mary-of-the-Woods in Saint Mary-of-the-Woods, Ind. When Karcherʼs
heart when I see their beautiful smiles and hear their joyous laughyoungest daughter, Mary, suffered from speech and hearing problems
as a child, a long-lasting relationship began between the Karcher fam- John Nicoli, Robbie Nicoli, Providence board ter as they walk down the hallway,” Smith said.
In January 2010, Providence Speech and Hearing Center estabily and Providence Speech and Hearing Center.
member and benefit event co-chair, Joan May,
lished a new executive board, with President May; Executive Vice
The lines grew longer for services at Providence, and Dr. Inman was
benefit event co-chair, and Bruce May,
running out of space. By the mid-1970s, a group of entrepreneurs on Providence board president and Stradling President Richard Van Dyke, of Imaging Plus, Inc.; Treasurer David
Anderson, of UnitedHealthcare; and Secretary Robbie Nicoli, of USI
Yocca Carlson & Rauth attorney.
the Board of Directors formulated a collaborative plan with community
of Southern California Insurance Services. May lives in Newport
friends and supporters, and created the magnificent Providence
Beach, Van Dyke in Newport Coast, Anderson in San Diego and Nicoli in Coto de Caza.
Building (1301 Providence Ave., Orange, CA, 92868).
“We had three or four small adobe houses,” Word said, “and then we acquired a couple
Providence Speech and Hearing Center is located at 1301 Providence Ave., Orange, CA
more houses on a nice lot of land, and I went to Carl and asked, ʻWhy donʼt we consider
going to (adjacent) St. Joseph Hospital, and talk to them about building a medical complex, 92868. Phone 714.639.4990, Fax 714.744.3841, or visit the website at www.pshc.org. To
and get our position for next to nothing if we can partner with them.ʼ Carl thought it was a volunteer or donate to Providence, contact Maria Carrillo at (714) 221-0961, or e-mail mcar
great idea. So, with the powers that be, lo and behold, we were able to build the building rillo@pshc.org. Providence Speech and Hearing Center wishes to thank Stradling Yocca
you see now – free and clear. I would say it has been a pretty great investment. We were Carlson & Rauth for donating this space to tell our story.
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UC Irvi ne ’s Don Be a l l Ce nte r for Innova ti on a nd Entre pre ne urshi p
Not Just for Stude nts

Vator.TV implements a web 2.0 platform for presenters to submit videotaped two-minute
range County takes pride in its entrepreneurial foundation, so itʼs little surprise
that the business and academic communities alike collaborate year round at “elevator pitches” where they are ranked by the Vator.TV community for quality. By subThe Don Beall Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship, one of seven mitting their video to an online community of investors, an aspiring entrepreneur makes
Centers of Excellence founded at UC Irvineʼs Paul Merage School of Business one pitch instead of having to repeat the same presentation dozens of times to different
investors and venture capitalists throughout the funding process. By viewing the highest
during the past decade.
With a substantial gift and continued involvement from former Rockwell rated pitches, venture capitalists save the time of having to sort through numerous busiChairman Don Beall, the Center was founded upon its mission to provide thought leader- ness presentations.
ship in the emerging science of innovation research, education and consulting, with the
belief that strategic innovation will be the first and best alternative for sustaining competi- • Watch for Hiperwallʼs Bigger Picture
Tech Coast Works was established in 2007 with the help
tive advantage in todayʼs global economy. The Beall Center
of Orange County Business Incubation Network (OCBIN) to
strives to serve as the vehicle through which a significant
commercialize technologies from UCI and the community.
proportion of research and thought leadership on the
Today, there are three operational companies in the pronewest and most influential approaches to strategic innogram and two additional companies are under consideravation and entrepreneurship is completed and disseminattion.
ed to global business.
Hiperwall is the most successful Tech Coast Works comAccording to Charlie Baecker, the Centerʼs administrative
pany thus far. Shortly after formation, Hiperwall signed a
director, “The Beall Center takes a significant role in proglobal OEM agreement with Samsung based on their techviding education and opportunities for graduate students
nology innovations providing super-high resolution at even
and researchers to understand the process of innovation.
wall-sized dimensions, as seen at the annual Consumer
There are a myriad of programs available to enhance the
Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas. That agreement has
process of successfully launching a business and building
resulted in a growing number of Hiperwall customers in
the right team in todayʼs competitive environment.”
many countries around the world. Hiperwallʼs engagement
Beall Center Programs Support and Inspire
with the university includes the following elements:
• Annual Business Plan Competition
• Hiperwall has licensed the core technology from UCI and
The Business Plan Competition at The Paul Merage
has already made significant royalty payments to the uniThe Annual Business Plan Competition is one of The Beall
School of Business is one of the nationʼs premier business
versity.
Centerʼs many programs for enhancing the process of
plan competitions, offering all UC Irvine students, staff and
• Hiperwall has hired a computer science graduate student
developing
and
launching
a
successful
business.
researchers the opportunity to form a team, create a busias a technician/product specialist.
ness plan and potentially fund their business idea all within
• Hiperwall has enlisted the support of a team of Merage
seven months. The competition started with a kick-off event
School MBA candidates who are applying their education to
held in November 2009 at the UC Irvine Student Center and
help the companyʼs marketing efforts.
will end with the Final Presentations and Awards Ceremony
where $30,000 in cash prizes will be awarded on Friday,
• The Les Kilpatrick Students to Start-ups Workshops
May 21, 2010.
The Les Kilpatrick Studens to Start-ups Entrepreneurial
Between the kick-off and finals, four workshops are
Skills Workshop Series is an annual series of presentations
offered covering a broad area of business plan developproduced by the Beall Center focused on providing UC
ment skills led by leading practitioners from Orange County.
Irvine students with practical “how to” information about
The Competition also provides individual team coaches to
starting and managing a new venture.
all teams that qualify for the semi-finals.
The 2009-10 series is composed of six workshops scheduled between October 2009 and May 2010 oriented toward
• Tech Coast Angels Seed Track Invitational
building a studentʼs skills in thinking about and preparing to
The teams placing first, second and third in the 2010
become an entrepreneur. Each workshop is taught by sucBusiness Plan Competition at the Merage School will autocessful entrepreneurs and businesspeople who enjoy sharmatically be invited to the Tech Coast Angels Seed
ing the secrets of their success. The program is supported
The Beall Center offers significant opportunities
Financing Invitational. In addition, at the discretion of the
by web-based distance learning materials for students who
for graduate students and researchers to understand
Tech Coast Angels, two “wild card” teams will be invited as
would like to pursue the subject in more detail online.
and explore the process of innovation.
well. All five teams will have the opportunity to be assigned
a Tech Coast Angel executive as a coach and be screened by the Tech Coast Angel mem- • ProductCamp Comes to UC Irvine
bership for up to $1,000,000 in seed financing. Teams will have six months to prepare their
Saturday, Feb. 27, 2010, UCI Student Center
presentation before the Tech Coast Angels and another six months to secure financing
ProductCamp is a great opportunity to learn from, teach to, and network with profesthrough the Angels.
sionals involved in the Brand/Product Management, Marketing, and Development processTeams competing in the Business Plan Competition with the objective of being invited to es in Southern California. At ProductCamp, everyone participates by presenting, leading
the Tech Coast Angels Seed Financing Invitational focus on business ideas that have a discussions, helping with logistics, securing sponsorships, or volunteering.
potential for high growth, a strong market position, and a sustainable advantage.
Those interested in improving their ability to conceive, build, manage, and market brands
Specifically, Tech Coast Angel investors look for:
or a product are welcome. Participants bring different experiences, and leveraging that col• A market opportunity sufficiently large to create a business with at least $50 to $100 mil- lective knowledge is what makes ProductCamp unique and rarely available at other events.
lion in annual revenues within 60 months.
• A compelling, well-articulated strategy for capturing and defending a significant market Don Beallʼs Generosity Supports All Areas of Education
Don believes very strongly in the value of higher education as being crucial to the innoshare.
vation and entrepreneurial process that will lead to a stronger America. He has volunteered
• Proprietary technology or other strong barriers to entry.
• Strong management (not necessarily a complete team) with relevant and successful his expertise to UC Irvineʼs Paul Merage School of Business, the Henry Samueli School of
Engineering, and the Beall Center for Art and Technology within the Claire Trevor School
experience.
of the Arts. He participates on the UC Irvine Chief Executives Round Table and the
• An exit strategy for the investors.
California Institute for Telecommunications and Information.
• A desire for advice and coaching.
Don Beall retired from Rockwell in 1998 after an extraordinary 30-year career of guiding
• The company valuation must fit within the Teamʼs risk/reward expectations for the investone of the worldʼs most influential companies and launching innovations that literally
ment.
shaped the trajectory of technology and electronics globally. He served as president of the
company for 10 years and then served as chairman/CEO for the next 10 years. Under his
• Vator.TV Adds Value to Startup Funding Process
Vator.TV is a community-based website focused on the business of funding and building leadership, Rockwell became a global leader in aerospace, electronics and automotive
emerging technologies for startups. It combines social networking, industry news, and markets.
video to organize presentations about business opportunities within a diverse online audiFor more information about the Merage Schoolʼs Don Beall Center for Innovation and
ence of entrepreneurs and investors. The Don Beall Center for Innovation and
Entrepreneurship has partnered with Vator.TV to bring this new technology to the students. Entrepreneurship, please visit merage.uci.edu/go/beall.
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Me ri di a n Gra phi cs—Provi di ng Envi ronme nta l l y Re sponsi bl e Qua l i ty a nd Se rvi ce

ing time, simplifying the process and providing excellent value for every
ocated in the city of Tustin, Meridian Graphics is one of the
budget. Meridian staff members have made an art form out of anticipating
largest, G7 certified, environmentally responsible commercial
potential problems before they become critical, saving additional time and
sheet-fed printing companies in Southern California specializing
expense, as well as consistently meeting deadlines even when they are
in the production of a wide array of products including posters,
tight.
packaging, brochures, annual reports, mailers and line books,
Meridian sales and account management staff consider each and every
newsletters, catalogs and more.
customer a long-term partner, and strive to meet each clientʼs business
The company was founded in 2000 by Dave Melin, whose leadership
goals by thoroughly understanding their industry, cultivating strong relaand commitment to the motto “Tradition in Excellence” enabled Meridian
tionships, and creatively strategizing with clients on their business goals.
Graphics to experience significant success in a fairly short time frame.
Problem solving is always part of the mix, and in the rare instance that
Thanks to the careful nurturing of client relationships, along with an
Meridian canʼt provide a particular service in-house, it will work to find an
extraordinary number of consistent referrals, the companyʼs sales steadiappropriate alliance that can. No job is too big or too small if it helps a
ly grew from $1.5 million in 2000 to $24 million (in 2006). This resulted in
client achieve his or her objectives.
an expansion from the companyʼs original 15,000 square foot facility to its
As an established leader in the printing industry, Meridian Graphics concurrent 42,000 square foot home. An ongoing commitment to excellence
tinues to set benchmark standards for service and quality through a commitment to honesty,
in all areas of the trade has handily set Meridian apart from the competition.
integrity and environmental consciousness. Through the use of state-of the art presses, a
Environmentally responsible
sophisticated prepress department and environmentally conscious supplies, Meridian continues
An active member of the Forest Stewardship Counsel (FSC), Meridian adheres to strict envi- to produce accurate and vibrant printing consistently and responsibly.
ronmental guidelines including the use of FSC-certified paper harvested and manufactured
For more information about Meridian Graphics, please call 949.833.3500 or visit
from responsibly managed forests, and the use of low VOC soy-based ink that is less toxic and www.mglitho.com
makes the recycling of the paper products on
which itʼs used easier to recycle. In addition,
Meridian meticulously recycles paper waste,
aluminum press plates and printer ink cartridges. Incorporating environmental responsibility in all facets of its operations is a top
priority.
              
As a dedicated “green” printer, Meridianʼs
     
 
employees are devoted to providing the best
service in the industry while tirelessly preserving the environment and conserving
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In addition, Meridian has invested in the latest computer, prepress and printing technologies enabling the company to provide the
best possible service to customers while sav-
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Ne wport Le xus—
An Expe ri e nce
Li ke No Othe r

W

elcome to Newport Lexus,
where the pursuit of perfection is truly affordable.
With our passion for a
great deal, it has never
been easier to own the car
of your dreams. We are dedicated to providing every customer unparalleled value
blended with an extraordinary ambience.
At Newport Lexus you will indulge your
senses in an impressive selection of the
finest luxury vehicles in the world. Relax in
casual elegance and enjoy the superior
efficiency of our professional staff. We are
devoted to exceptional service, personal
attention and unequivocal respect for your
time. Finally, an experience that sets its
watch by yours.
Newport Lexus – Itʼs About Time.

Visit Newport Lexus at 3901 MacArthur
Blvd., Newport Beach, CA 92660 or visit
the website at www.newportlexus.com.
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The UC Irvine Executive Health Physical is designed to be efficient while
providing time for an in-depth discussion between patient and doctor.

A Ma na ge me nt Stra te gy
Tha t Works

or most busy executives, having a physical exam is something to do after everything else is
finished (and it never is). But now, UC Irvine Medical Center is offering a prescription for wellness that can easily be scheduled into hectic lifestyles – The UC Irvine Executive Health
Physical.
Among the most comprehensive examinations available anywhere, it takes a little over two
hours to complete. It includes intensive one-on-one attention, personal follow-up and top-flight
testing – all conducted at a nationally recognized medical center complete with the latest technology,
highly skilled physicians and experienced professional staff.
“The program is designed to be efficient while providing time for an in-depth discussion between the
patient and the doctor,” says Morris Hasson, M.D., Executive Health Program Physician and clinical professor of medicine at UC Irvine. “Our goal is to catch diseases while theyʼre easily treatable and to prevent illness by encouraging lifestyle changes.”
A real head-to-toe experience
The exam begins with a medical history. Itʼs a personal conversation between the patient and doctor
with time to discuss any specific issues or symptoms. Once this is completed, a thorough physical exam
is conducted, including screenings for cardiovascular disease, cancer, respiratory ailments, vision and
hearing problems. The exam also includes a comprehensive fitness evaluation and laboratory analysis
to detect preexisting disease. All in all, the exam is a real head-to-to experience. Depending on the participantʼs age or risk factors, further tests may be recommended by the physician.
A computerized risk appraisal is also generated, showing participants how lifestyle modifications can
decrease their risk of developing certain illnesses. Patients are also given a detailed exercise prescription, if needed, and referred to appropriate UC Irvine risk-factor reduction programs, including those
dealing with weight management, cardiovascular risk reduction, and travel immunizations.
Programs tailored to individuals
All risk factor reduction programs are tailored to meet the individual needs of participants. For example, the UC Irvine Weight Management Program provides a continuum of services varying in intensity,
including a medically supervised low calorie diet as well as food-based plans. The UC Irvine Travel
Medicine Program provides specific healthcare information about destinations worldwide and immunizations for individuals who are traveling the globe.
The complete results of the physical, along with recommendations, are presented to participants in a
bound portfolio.
To date, more than 900 companies have participated in the UC Irvine Executive Health Program, with
some enrolling their entire upper-level workforce for physicals.
The UC Irvine Executive Health Program: Itʼs a management strategy that works.
For information about UC Irvineʼs Executive Health Program, please call 949.824.8033.
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An example of custom-designed interior.

S

Beautiful center fountain at Jeffrey Office Park.

Ba cchus De ve l opme nt Offe rs Cha nce of a Li fe ti me

even years ago, Bacchus Development identified a market for small
office buildings for sale rather than
lease. Since then the company has
established a niche market within the
Irvine Spectrum that allows small or
young growing businesses the opportunity to
purchase premier buildings in a premier location.
Buyers were able to purchase “warm shell” buildings and design and build their own custom, personal office environments. Five separate, distinct
office parks were designed and built, with over
250 units totaling about 1.4 million square feet.
Set in class “A” type campus environments, with
upscale, high profile amenities like burnished
block construction with 10 foot high windows,
entrances lined with olive and palm trees, water
features greeting the visitors, Bacchus has set
the stage for business owners to thrive upon.
Three of the five parks were entirely sold out
before the real estate market along with the
economy turned in 2007.
Today, Bacchus Development is offering
unheard of pricing on the remaining “warm shell”
buildings in two of their brand new parks, the
Bacchus Signature Series and Jeffrey Office
Park, as well as offering sales of privately owned
“turnkey” buildings at the Bacchus Office Park. In
these uncertain economic times, business owners who can see past the storm are able to realize the chance of a lifetime. Current list prices are
approximately 40% below what they were selling
buildings for two years ago. Interest rates are still
near historic lows and with loan programs that
offer as little as 10% down payment ownership
can be a cheaper alternative than renting over a
ten to fifteen year period. Low prices, long-term
low interest rates coupled with tax benefits –
there has never been a better opportunity to buy
a building than what the conditions bring with
them at present.
Today, precisely due to the uncertain economy,
many business owners see just that – the opportunity of a lifetime, as the company has recently seen a substantial uptick in sales. Last year
alone, Bacchus has sold seventeen (17) buildings, or about 122,000 Square Feet, primarily to
business owners, while interest in their remaining
inventory continues to grow. Greg Endsley, CCIM
a co-founder and broker with Madison Street
Partners who specializes in representing Orange
County owner/users and investors of commercial
real estate says:
“The fundamental value considerations of location, quality of construction and timeless/efficient
building design have always been important to
my client base, but never so more than in todayʼs
market. Being able to control these variables, at
a minimum, is what makes the purchase of a
Bacchusʼ property an attractive alternative to
leasing and worthy of exploration – especially
after what has been a significant and across the
board reset of commercial real estate values.”
Turnkey buildings in three locations

Lush landscaping throughout the office parks is a trademark
of Bacchus Developmentʼs establishments.

Bacchus is offering office buildings at three
locations and they include the Bacchus Office
Park located at the corner of Irvine Center Drive
and Bake Parkway where “turn-key” buildings
with tenant improvements in place are ready for
occupancy. They are also offering buildings for
sale at this park with tenants in place ranging
from 10,000 to 40,000 square feet for an investment opportunity. The second location is the
Bacchus Signature Series located at the corner of Irvine Center Drive and Lake Forest Drive
where the company is offering 8 new “warm
shell” buildings ranging in size from 4,950 –
9,900 square feet. In the near future Lake Forest
Drive will expand, and will extend all the way
from Bake Parkway to Laguna Canyon Road,
inevitably making Lake Forest Drive and Bake
Parkway major thoroughfares connecting the 5
Freeway to the Laguna Canyon Road.
The third location is the Jeffrey Office Park,
located along the 5 Freeway and Jeffrey Road.
This being the last of the projects developed by
the company has become the flagship of the
Bacchus properties as it offers not only freeway
visibility and easy access but also an unparalleled business environment for those who wish
to work close to home. Nestled between the
established side of Irvine and the newer neighborhoods of North Park and Woodbury, where
The Irvine Company recently began construction of new homes to meet a growing demand,
Bacchus offers “warm shell” buildings between
the sizes of 4,960 and 9,900 square feet.
Expert assistance throughout the buying
process
While Bacchus Development has suffered a
reset along with most developers during the
last couple of years of the economic downturn,
the company managed to retain a core group of
dedicated, knowledgeable people who continue to commit their expertise to the survival and
success of the company. Their sales team is
eager to assist any buyer or business owner in
determining if purchasing is the best option at
hand, or to evaluate whether a property would
be the right product type for them.
Their years of exclusive dedication to the
product type also make them an expert in
assisting clients through the entire buying
process, including the interior build-out of their
office space. They have strong relationships
with an array of lenders, architects, contractors,
as well as the City of Irvine and thus can offer
a unique advantage to any buyer who wishes to
build their real estate portfolio. While they enjoy
and pride themselves on working directly with
their buyers and assisting them to realize their
dream, they also offer full broker cooperation.
Should you wish to become part of the
Bacchus Family of owners, or simply think that
this time in our lives is the chance of a lifetime
for buying outstanding commercial real estate
in the best of locations at the best price, please
call Bacchus Development at 949.453.1000.
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Ol i ve Cre st Enga ge s Its Entre pre ne uri a l Spi ri t—
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Seeking solutions for the problems facing families and children today
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In an ever-changing world,
we continue the tradition
of quality printing, service,
turnaround and competitive
edge lithography was
founded on.

Paul Valencia , VP of Sales & Marketing
714.263.7060 office
714.234.4284 mobile
paulv@mglitho.com

Commercial Printers
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very successful entrepreneur has the ability to see a need and find a way to fill it. The
same holds true for the founders of Olive Crest, Dr. Don and Lois Verleur. After witnessing first hand the needs of abused and neglected children, particularly those in
large institutional settings, the Verleurs acted on their belief that such children would
do better in smaller, more family-like settings.
They began by taking teenage girls into their family home to live alongside their
three children. Don, who in addition to a private psychology practice counseled teens at an
Orange County high school, and Lois could see the need was more than they could handle
alone. In 1973, they established their first group home in Anaheim. The olive tree growing in the
front yard, along with the notion of a family crest, inspired the organizationʼs name, symbolizing
“peaceful family.”
Since then, Olive Crest has expanded to serve children throughout Southern California,
Nevada and Washington. More than 600 staff members, supported by thousands of volunteers,
serve over 5,000 children and families each year.
Transforming the lives of at-risk children
The overriding theme for
Olive Crest is transforming the
lives of at-risk children through
the healing power of family.
This is accomplished through
a variety of programs and
services including foster care,
adoption services, family
preservation, education, residential care and community
involvement.
Now led by the Verleursʼ son, Donald Verleur II, Olive Crest partners with community organizations and companies to fulfill its mission of ending child abuse. By blending private and public support, Olive Crest is able to maximize available resources for the children and families it
serves.
Safe Families for Children Program
One of Olive Crestʼs newest programs is Safe Families for Children (SFFC). This national
faith-based volunteer movement is designed to extend and strengthen the community safety net
for vulnerable families which, unfortunately, are increasing in number during this economic
downturn. With this program, Olive Crest and local churches gives parents something they need
during a crisis – hope.
Through SFFC, parents arrange for their children to stay temporarily with a pre-screened volunteer family. They then can focus on resolving crisis situations and bringing stability back to
their home. SFFC enables parents to work through their problems without losing child custody.
Churches recruit host families from among their members. The congregation also commits to
supporting both the host family and the family in crisis to assist with reuniting children with their
families. Ultimately, it is hoped that the family in crisis remains connected to their safe family as
well as the SFFC network in an ongoing relationship similar to an “extended family.”
Business Partners Program
Our solid 36-year foundation enables Olive Crest to engage its entrepreneurial spirit when
seeking solutions for the problems facing families and children today. We invite other entrepreneurs to join with us as members of our Business Partners program; because preventing child
abuse is everyoneʼs business.
Please visit www.olivecrest.org or contact Stephen Christensen at 714-543-5437, ext. 1152,
for more information.
Olive Crest would like to thank Signature Insurance Group for donating this space for us to
tell our story.

BNY MELLON

continued from page A-38
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2.9% for 60 months to well qualified buyers thru Lexus Financial Services on 2010 IS250, IS350 & ES. With approved credit.

it is critically important to the long-term well being of the business owner and his or her family. Prior to a liquidity event, entrepreneurs should consider how they will fill the days after
their business is gone.
Business owners must consider what they value and determine how to apply their considerable talents in what may be many productive years ahead. This time could be spent
traveling, pursuing philanthropy, babysitting grandchildren, starting a new business, advising
nascent businesses, or managing a portfolio of private equity investments.
Increasingly, the post-business lifestyle seems to be a combination of the above activities.
As a result, a cottage industry has emerged to assist with the transition to the “next stages.”
Many of these specialists advocate a comprehensive life view, which mixes different life
opportunities, such as paid work, leisure, family, community, and lifelong learning. This philosophy capitalizes on the fact that life after the business can be much more flexible than
while running the business. The key is to find the activities that match the values and preferences of the former business owner.
In Summary
The decision to step back from running a business is never an easy one. Waiting to think
about business succession, family issues and life after the business until just before the
transaction is complete can result in unneeded difficulty. With proper advice and thorough
planning, a business owner can put his or her lifeʼs work to work for the family or toward realizing the individualʼs goals for the next stage of life.
BNY Mellon Wealth Management is among the nationʼs leading wealth managers, with
more than two centuries of experience in providing investment management, wealth and
estate planning, and private banking services to financially successful individuals and families, their family offices and business enterprises, charitable gift programs, and endowments
and foundations. It is among the top 10 U.S. wealth managers with about $154 billion in private client assets and an extensive network of offices in the U.S. and internationally.
For more information on how we may assist in meeting your wealth management needs,
please contact David Emmes, II at 949-253-5066 or david.emmes@bnymellon.com.
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Jenny Ross has been preparing raw foods for nearly a decade. Her first
restaurant, Taste of the Goddess, opened at the beginning of the raw food
rush in Los Angeles. After serving up Hollywoodʼs celebrity clientele she
felt like it was time to bring the show down to her hometown, Orange
County. 118 degrees—open since 2007—empowers OC diners with
fresh, organic living cuisine thatʼs presented in an artful context.
In January 2010, Ross took her original recipes and pioneering spirit to
Whole Foods Market at The District in Tustin where she opened the Raw
Bar, a new counter featuring a full menu of raw delights and made-toorder salads, entrées and desserts. Jennyʼs food has been enjoyed from Los Angeles to San
Clemente and can also be found pre-packaged at Motherʼs Markets under Jennyʼs Raw and
Organic.
All Green Electronics Recycling, Orange
Arman Sadeghi, Founder and CEO

AQUAMANTRA, Inc., Dana Point
Alexandra Teklak, President/CMO

AQUAMANTRA was inspired by the 2004 film What the Bleep Do We
Know?!—a movie that discussed the underlying quantum mechanics of
our world, showing how reality is changed with every thought. Dr. Masaru
Emoto, who was featured in the film, wrote a book called Hidden
Messages in Water in which he touched on the basic principles of quantum theory, whereby the molecular structure of water was changed by a
Zen Buddhist Monkʼs thought. Based on this premise, AQUAMANTRA
uses the design on its labels to affect the molecular structure of its natural spring water, making it more refreshing and wholesome to drink.
AQUAMANTRA was the first bottled water company in the country to
package its product in bottles that are 100% biodegradable and recyclable.
ArtsPR, Costa Mesa
Christopher Trela, President

Sadeghi was born and raised in Iran and moved to Orange County with
his family at the age of nine. An entrepreneur to the core, he started his
first business when he was 16. Now, at age 32 Sadeghi runs All Green
Electronics Recycling, an organization he founded in 2009. Almost immediately following its inception, the business—which collects unusable
computers, monitors, televisions and cell phones and breaks them down
into sellable commodities—proved incredibly lucrative. By July 2009
Sadeghi moved All Green to its current headquarters, a 20,000 squarefoot facility in Orange, and before the end of the year, the company turned
a profit.
Sadeghi holds a degree in neuroscience from UC Berkeley.

Christopher Trela launched ArtsPR in August 2009 to provide public
relations and creative services to Orange County-based arts groups and
nonprofits. Within weeks of launching the organization, his roster included
the Laguna Playhouse, Long Beach Symphony Orchestra, Chance
Theatre, Classical Mystery Tour and One Earth/One Dream EcoFest in
addition to several small arts groups that he helps on a pro bono basis.
Trela, who serves as President of the OC Press Club, is an award-winning publicist, writer, editor, photographer and playwright; whatʼs more, he
authored Newport Beach Centennial: Celebrating a Century, a coffee
table book published in 2006. He also is the editor of OC Wine, an internet-based wine magazine.

When Bruno Serato immigrated to the United States he had nothing
more than a dream and $200 in his pocket. Through hard work and dedication, he managed to create one of the culinary worldʼs most respected
and lauded fine dining establishments: the Anaheim White House.
Renowned for its dramatic and artfully crafted Northern Italian/French cuisine as well as its elegant and historically significant setting in a mansion
dating back to 1909, the Anaheim White House has counted celebrities,
U.S. Presidents, dignitaries, world leaders and culinary aficionados as
loyal patrons since its establishment in 1987. Serato has traveled far from
his humble roots as a busboy in Italy to create a culinary legacy that is
recognized by critics and patrons alike as among the finest in North
America.

A serial entrepreneur, Ori Rosenbaum launched his first company at the
age of 19. Entering the footwear industry in 2008 with the launch of AURI
Footwear, Rosenbaum presented a collection of menʼs styles fused with
NASA-grade technologies. Upon its inception the brand found itself competing for shelf space against larger, more established competitors—and
amid whatʼs been touted as the most difficult retail economy of our time.
Still, AURI made it into more than 100 stores, such as world-famous Fred
Segal Feet, Nordstrom, and The Walking Company during its first years of
operations. It also developed quite a celebrity following, having been spotted on many famous feet including those of Ludacris, Taylor Lautner, John Turturro, Jamie Foxx
and Benjamin Bratt. AURI recently launched a womenʼs collection, and expects to see exceptional growth as a result.

Anaheim White House, Anaheim
Bruno Serato, Proprietor

Antonello Ristorante, Santa Ana
Antonio Cagnolo, Proprietor

A native of Northwestern Italy, Antonio Cagnolo has emerged as a
dynamic force in the culinary world. After attending hotel and restaurant
management schools in Germany, he was appointed to oversee the food
and beverage operations for the Royal Garden Hotel in London and later
was involved in managing the Hotel de Paris in Monte Carlo. He moved to
California in 1975 and developed a thorough understanding of the restaurant industry in the United States before opening Antonello Ristorante in
1979. In addition to serving as sole owner and operator of Antonello,
Cagnolo is a principal partner in several other dining establishments and
is acknowledged by many as a leader in his field. He has earned national
acclaim for the award-winning Italian cuisine served at his venerable Antonello Ristorante.

AURI Footwear, Laguna Beach
Ori Rosenbaum, President/CEO

B Scene Advertising, Newport Beach
Caren Lancona, CEO

A serial entrepreneur who has been making her mark on the business
community for more than 20 years by creating innovative organizations
and selling them for profit, Caren Lancona sold three companies this past
year alone in addition to building two new ones (The Beverly Hills
Pageants and Newport Beach Pageants) while simultaneously expanding
her bread-and-butter business, B Scene Advertising Agency. Now, the
firm complements its Newport Beach headquarters with additional locations in Beverly Hills and South Beach in order to provide exceptional
service to clients on a national level.
Past companies Lancona has built and sold include Just Friends and OC Party Pics.
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Randy Parole
President & CEO

Proud to be a nominee
for the 2010
Entrepreneur of the Year

BandCon, Costa Mesa
Ari Benowitz, CEO & Founder

As a sales executive during the early days of the Internet, Ari Benowitz
watched many of his clients struggle to find all of the service providers
needed to build the back ends of their websites. Solving that challenge by
bundling each of these services together was the seed idea for BandCon,
which he founded in 2000. The company faced many obstacles in the
beginning, working with no funding out of a garage. In order for business
to take off, Benowitz needed an anchor customer with significant revenue—this would afford BandCon the leverage necessary to be competitive in the marketplace and procure more clients. Fortuitously, he found
that anchor in MySpace.com.
Benowitz has garnered numerous accolades for his remarkable accomplishments with
BandCon.
The Basscom Group, Irvine
David Kim, Managing Partner

Become

Triple Bottom Line
Responsible
Financial / Social / Environmental

Financial Responsibility
Increase bottom line through direct utility savings
Federal tax deductions

Social Responsibility
It’s the right thing to do for your Employees,
Customers and Community
Energy Star and LEED Certification

Environmental Responsibility
It’s the right thing to do for California and the planet
Carbon Emissions (CO2) Reductions

How is it Possible?
No capital expenditure under “No Cost Client Program”
Free energy audit
Expanded utility rebates
Free cost analysis

Tustin, California

ProgLighting.com

714 542 5490 ext. 21

The Basscom Group, now a multi-million dollar private equity real
estate group, was initially an experiment based on a project David Kim
completed in college. For 16 years, the company has competed against
the most prestigious multi-family owners in the nation, and is ranked as
the 33rd largest apartment owner in the country (NHMC). With transactions totaling more than $6 billion, Basscomʼs track record shows 199
communities purchased nationwide since 1996.
Raised in Chicago, Kim is very familiar with the issues of poverty and
crime that plague the multi-family industry. When he started The Basscom
Group, he found he was able to address these issues through renovations, upgrades and value-added amenities to ensure a safer, healthier lifestyle for families. In
addition, he contributes to dozens of charities and nonprofit organizations.
Beach Pit BBQ, Irvine
Tim DeCinces, President and CEO

In 2004, Tim DeCinces, a former MLB Baseball player, decided to enter
the restaurant business and opened the Beach Pit BBQ in Costa Mesa.
The restaurant has grown to three locations in addition to five outlets at
Angels Stadium of Anaheim. It was chosen by the New York Times as “the
canʼt-miss food at Angels Stadium” in the publicationʼs 2008 review of all
31 MLB stadiumsʼ food concessions.
In addition to the numerous awards Beach Pit has earned, it has
achieved impressive sales; both the Tustin and Costa Mesa restaurantsʼ
gross sales have exceeded $1 million in every year of operations. The
chainʼs third store opened in Orange in November 2009, while stores four
and five are slated to open in South Orange County later this year.
BJ Global Direct Inc., Irvine
Bizhan Fazeli, President & Founder

Bizhan “BJ” Fazeli serves as president of BJ Global Direct, a direct marketing company based in Irvine. One of the pioneers of the Direct
Response Television Industry, he has over 35 years of sales and marketing experience and has been at the helm of some of the industryʼs most
innovative companies.
Building on the achievement of BJ Global Direct, Fazeli recently
launched his newest business venture. Concept to Consumer, once the
service arm of BJ Global Direct, is a full service turnkey operation that will
offer other entrepreneurs access to the DRTV marketplace.
As if he werenʼt busy enough as it is, Fazeli is also in the wine business,
heading Fazeli Cellars, for which he is now in the process of building a state-of-the-art, environmentally friendly winery and tasting room in Temecula.
Blytheco, Laguna Hills
Stephen Blythe, CEO and Founder

While providing emerging business consulting services to clients at
Price Waterhouse and Ernst & Whinney in the early 1980ʼs, Stephen
Blythe saw the growing demand for automated accounting procedures
and financial reporting in the middle market. With the desire to own his
own business and create solutions to automate his clientsʼ accounting
tasks and procedures, the concept of Blytheco was born. Blythe has
grown his company from the one-person operation it was in 1980 to a
national organization that employs more than 130 and generated over $20
million in revenue last year.
Blythe is a recognized authority in the design, implementation and support of multi-user accounting and management reporting systems (including training procedures), and has been at the forefront of integrating computers and software into corporate
accounting departments.
Brand Affinity Technologies, Irvine
Ryan Steelberg, President & CEO

Having more than 14 years of executive management experience in technology, marketing,
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growth thrives atop a foundation of strong relationships.

As advisors to over 50% of America’s largest private companies, we continue to
help our clients identify growth opportunities and solve complex business issues.
Each and every one of us, 2,000 in all, is dedicated to turning strong relationships
and industry knowledge into value for private companies and their owners.
In today’s changing business environment, opportunity is emerging.
For more information, visit pwc.com/us/private or contact:
Knute P. Kurtz
949.437.5359
knute.p.kurtz@us.pwc.com
Private Company Services.

A S S U R A N C E / TA X / A D V I S O R Y

© 2010 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved. “PricewaterhouseCoopers” refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (a Delaware limited liability
partnership) or, as the context requires, the PricewaterhouseCoopers global network or other member firms of the network, each of which is a separate
and independent legal entity.
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business development and sales, Ryan Steelberg has built a track record
as one of the foremost experts in digital and online media. At the age of
35, he is President and CEO of Brand Affinity Technologies, a venture
designed to leverage technology to transform market opportunities into
business value.
Steelberg is a perennial contributor to Marinerʼs Church in Newport
Beach as well as the Orangewood Childrenʼs Foundation, and frequently
makes time for community-building and charitable endeavors. Other
organizations he supports through event sponsorships and donations
include the Angels Baseball Foundation, American Cancer Society and
Operation Smile.
Bremer White Brown & OʼMeara LLP, Newport Beach
Keith G. Bremer, Founding Partner
Nicole Whyte, Founding Partner

Bremer, along with Nicole Whyte, founded the
firm in 1997 as a general civil law firm with two
attorneys – Bremer and Whyte. Today the firm
employs 141, with offices in Northern California,
Newport Beach, Los Angeles, San Diego,
Riverside, Las Vegas and Phoenix.
Bremer is a member of the American Board of
Trial Advocates, an AV rated attorney by
Martindale-Hubbell, and voted 2009 Corporate Super Lawyer. He is experienced in all aspects
of civil litigation and has represented auto manufacturers, auto dealerships, contractors and
business owners. Bremer is regularly consulted by lobbyists and the insurance industry to provide input on proposed legislation from California to Colorado. Additionally, he is a member of
the Southern California Defense Counsel and the Orange County Bar Association.
Nicole Whyte, also an AV rated attorney, has successfully handled hundreds of complex,
multi-million dollar lawsuits. In a survey conducted by Los Angeles Magazine and Super Lawyer
Magazine, Whyte was named a California Super Lawyer in 2005. She is a member of the Civil
procedure and Evidence panels of the Orange County Bar Associationʼs Resolutions
Committee, responsible for invoking constructive changes in the legislation.
Brokedown Clothing, Newport Beach
Jodi Benavidez, Owner

After graduating college with a degree in fashion merchandising, Jodi
Benavidez landed a job in L.A.ʼs fashion industry. She soon discovered
that, to lead the kind of lifestyle she had envisioned for herself, she needed to branch off and form her own business. Accordingly, she quit her job,
picked up shifts tending bar at the neighborhood establishment where she
worked as a student, and began saving money to make her dream a reality. With only $5,000, Benavidez launched Brokedown out of the garage
of the Costa Mesa home she was renting in 2006. Today, the line is featured in more than 400 stores throughout the United States and 10 other
countries. Recently, it was picked up by both Nordstrom and
Bloomingdaleʼs. Because of her companyʼs incredible success, Benavidez is now the proud
owner of the Costa Mesa home in which Brokedown found its roots.

The Cellar Restaurant, Fullerton
Ryan Dudley, Proprietor

Ryan Dudley purchased The Cellar in 2004 at the age of 27. Since then,
he and the landmark dining establishment have been on the receiving end
of many honors, including being named the Orange County Concierge
Associationʼs Restaurant of the Year. Dudley keeps The Cellar—an
Orange County fine dining staple since 1970—relevant by combining
new, fresh ideas with established European customs. His passion for fine
dining and commitment to excellence have proven contagious among his
staff and guests, who enjoy exploring The Cellarʼs untapped potential.
Dudley started his professional career managing different properties for
Lawryʼs and holds the distinction of being one of that companyʼs youngest
wine managers.
Centurion Partners, Newport Beach
Scot Matteson, Co-Founding Partner

With over 25 years in the industry, Scot Matteson is an expert in real
estate development, finance, and asset management. In September
2001, he and longtime friend Michael Smith conceived the vision for
Centurion Partners. Later that year, the company embarked on its first
project in Tustin, shortly thereafter moving into the Aspen real estate market. Since that time, Centurion Partners has skyrocketed, becoming one
of the largest landowners and developers of affordable housing in Aspen.
The company also is developing two towers in downtown San Diego.
Other upcoming developments include major projects in Sun Valley, ID
and Miami, FL.
Under the careful supervision of Mr. Matteson, Centurion Partners has accumulated a portfolio valued at $1.5 billion.
Cerius Interim Executive Solutions, Aliso Viejo
Pamela Wasley, CEO, President, Chairman of the Board, Co-Founder

Seeking work/life balance, Wasley left Corporate America in 2001 and began providing
strategic planning consulting services. She enjoyed the experience, noting that “Each new
engagement was like launching a new company…my entrepreneurial spirit was always being
fed.” What began as a “working sabbatical” became the genesis for the founding of Cerius
Interim, now a multimillion dollar, 600-member firm.
Prior to Cerius, the closest thing to providing interim executive management services in the
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BuyGreen.com, Irvine
Douglas Farquhar, CEO

Farquhar left a long and lucrative career in the insurance and financial
services industry to pursue his dreams, hoping to make a difference in the
world. Today, he finds himself at the helm of several organizations,
including Green Retail and Wholesale, LLC and associated online brands
BuyGreen.com, BuyLEED.com and GreenCouture.com as well as
Renovos Global Group, a Zero Waste consulting firm providing strategies
for businesses and organizations throughout the west coast area. He also
created the Patent Pending Green Standards, which provides product ratings to help consumers better understand what makes any given product
“green” and to what extent products are truly eco-friendly.
Farquhar also started and ran a record and entertainment company in addition to a residential construction company. He belongs to the Nature Conservatory, the Sierra Club, Co-op
America and the Northern Forest Alliance.
Canaday Group, Laguna Beach
Lee Ann Canaday, Owner/Broker

Canaday is the owner of the Canaday Group & RE/MAX Fine Homes,
a residential real estate firm. She is a top producer within Orange
Countyʼs luxury real estate sector, having sold more than $1 billion in
property over the span of her career. She offers more than 30 years of
experience as a leading real estate professional and has been ranked
among the top 10 residential sales associates in the world multiple times
for her impressive achievements. In addition to holding a real estate
Brokerʼs license, Canaday is a Certified Financial Planner, a Certified
Property Manager, a Certified Distressed Property Expert and a
Professional Community Association Manager.
Though Canaday has her hands full listing and selling many of the areaʼs most prestigious
properties, she remains accessible and focused on her craft, promising clients the utmost in
personal service.

s e r v i c e

We deliver same day to anywhere in
Southern California.

Our Drivers Dress To Impress

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fleets of Cars, Trucks, Vans and Bobtails
Immediate to Overnight Services Available
Trucking and Warehouse
Daily Route Services
Inter-Branch Pick-Ups
Daily Post Office Drops

DELIVERIES CAN BE ARRANGED 24 HOURS A DAY
WE NEVER STOP!
Toll Free
Newport Beach
San Diego

www.eclipsemessenger.com

877-546-3001
949-263-8077
619-702-9495
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U.S. was a firm specializing in temporary placement of CFOs and CIOs.
Wasley researched the European model of interim executive management
and adapted the concept for the U.S., creating the only full-service
provider of interim executives for a full spectrum of corporate functions for
all industries.
Ceriusʼ success lies in its ability to attract seasoned professionals with
a broad range of experience who, like Wasley, enjoy work/life balance
along with the opportunity to be “serial” entrepreneurs.
Chase Merritt, Newport Beach
Chad Horning, President

Chad Horning founded Chase Merritt—a privately owned real estate
investment firm—in 2005. Under his leadership, the company has
acquired, developed, and sold a commercial portfolio valued at nearly
$650 million. Currently, it owns and operates an existing portfolio of
approximately 2.5 million square feet of office and flex properties, four
hotels and a substantial residential portfolio. It invests on behalf of its private and institutional partners as well as through its discretionary funds,
the Chase Merritt Funds.
In December 2009, Horning formed Chase Merritt for Charities, whose
kickoff event raised $50,000 for Higher Ground, a charity that aims to use
sports and recreation as a means of therapy, healing and rehabilitation for men and women of
the armed forces.
Crescent Solutions, Irvine
Brian Fischbein, Co-Founder & CEO

Fischbein and Crescent co-founder Keith McDonald refused to let a
recession, the bursting of the tech bubble or 9/11 deter them from starting
up an IT professional services firm. Now a $30+ million company,
Crescentʼs staffing services focus on the areas of Software Development
Lifecycle, Infrastructure and Network, Interactive, Web, Creative and
Communications.
In 2009 Crescent Solutions ranked on both the Business Journalʼs and
OC Metroʼs “Best Places to Work in Orange County” Lists. Crescent has
also ranked among INC 500ʼs Fastest Growing Companies in America
and the Business Journalʼs Fastest Growing Private Companies.
Fischbein has been recognized as a 2006 & 2007 Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of the Year
Finalist and as an Entrepreneur Magazine 2009 Entrepreneur of the Year Finalist.
Crystal Cove Alliance, Newport Beach
Laura Davick, Founder/Director of Public Affairs

When the state of California awarded a developer the rights to turn
Crystal Cove and its historic cottages into a luxury resort, Laura Davick (a
third-generation “Covite”), formed the nonprofit Alliance to Rescue Crystal
Cove in 1999 and proposed an alternative plan: keep the cottages intact
through the State Park system by offering them as overnight rentals and
for educational purposes. Lauraʼs plan was triumphant, and in 2003, the
founding organization transitioned into the Crystal Cove Alliance, shifting
its mission from rescue to restoration, conservation and education. Since
then, CCA has restored 22 cottages for public use, earning the
Governorʼs Historic Preservation Award, has entered phase two of additional cottage restoration, and provides researchers, students and visitors the resources to
study science and nature at Crystal Cove.
Daddy Cakes, Newport Beach
Dan Byers, Founder

In January 2009, Daddy Cakes—a pancake mix purveyor based in
Newport Beach—was available only online and in a handful of OC specialty markets. By July 2009, its products were found in more than 50 retail
outlets, including Whole Foods Markets, Central Markets, Sprouts
Farmers Markets, and the worldʼs largest e-tailer, Amazon.com.
In January 2010, Daddy Cakes announced a partnership with internationally renowned Paul Frank Industries to co-brand the “Boomerang
Banana” pancake mix. Providing flavorful and wholesome alternatives to
the many pancake mixes on the market, the company utilizes real fruit,
whole grains and organic flour, producing ten flavors of pancake and waffle mixes.
DealerSocket, San Clemente
Jonathan Ord, CEO and Co-Founder

Jonathan Ord co-founded DealerSocket in 2001, building on his experience with scalable systems and implementable business processes to
create a revolutionary delivery model for industry niche CRM applications.
The company has received many accolades, having been named Best
Overall Company by the 2008 Stevie International Business Awards. The
American Business Awards named DealerSocketʼs leadership the Best
Management Team for 2009. Impressively, it ranked #1 on the Deloitte &
Touche Fast 50 List and has been named a Fastest Growing Company
nationally for the past three years. Ord is widely regarded as one of the

most successful young entrepreneurs in Southern California.
A graduate of Brigham Young University, Ord earned a Bachelorʼs Degree in Accounting and
Spanish and a Masterʼs Degree in Accounting and Information Systems.
Design Action Studios, Orange
Tanya Salcido, Owner

Tanya Salcido is the founder and lead creative at Design Action Studios,
a creative studio focusing on business branding in Orange County. Design
Action Studios develops strategies based on business needs by utilizing a
combination of traditional and new media, and its ultimate goal is to support businesses with fresh, consistent identities, creating memorable public images.
An important aspect of Salcidoʼs business presence is her incredible
knowledge of the ever-changing world of social media. She attends conferences to better understand the complexity of social media in business,
and frequents as many social media gatherings as possible to further grow
her organization and connect with others.
Don the Beachcomber, Huntington Beach
Arthur Snyder, Owner
Delia Snyder, Owner

Under the ownership of Arthur and Delia Snyder, Don the
Beachcomber is experiencing a rebirth with its first new restaurant in 20 years. The organizationʼs goal is to replicate the experience of the original tiki restaurants made popular in the ʻ40s and
ʻ50s throughout Southern California, and in Orange County,
where Don the Beachcomber first opened its doors in Corona del
Mar in 1969. Less than a year ago, the space that once housed
the legendary Samʼs Seafood, which opened in the early ʻ20s on PCH in Huntington Beach, was
given new life after closing its doors in 2006. The towering neon sign that had read “Samʼs” for
decades now reads “Donʼs” for its new occupant, Don the Beachcomber.
Earthbound Media Group, Irvine
Blaine Behringer, Chief Operating Officer
Damien Navarro, Chief Visionary Officer

More than ten years ago, Dr. Blaine Behringer, an
entrepreneur at heart (he was the top candy bar
salesman at his elementary school!) decided to shift
careers, leaving behind his days as a physical therapist to start Earthbound Media Group—a multi-million dollar interactive marketing agency he cofounded with partner Damien Navarro. Since its 1999
inception, EMG has garnered a host of accolades;
in 2007 and 2008 it ranked on OCBJʼs fastest-growing private companies list, coming in at spots
three and 17, respectively. In addition, both the Business Journal and OC Metro have named it
one of Orange Countyʼs Best Places to Work.
EMGʼs high-profile client base includes State Farm, Scottrade, Universal Pictures, Twentieth
Century Fox, Harrahʼs Entertainment, University of Southern California and Loma Linda
University Medical Center.
EON Reality, Inc., Irvine
Mats Johansson, Co-Founder, President, CEO
Dan Lejerskar, Co-Founder and Chairman

In 1999 Johansson and Lejerskar co-founded
EON, a privately held U.S. corporation and the
worldʼs leading interactive 3D Virtual Meeting and
Simulation-Based Learning Software provider for
business and education-based Virtual Reality technology. EON delivers productivity to numerous
industry sectors, and Fortune 500 companies utilizing its software and solutions include American
Suzuki, Bechtel Corp, Boeing, Eastman Kodak, Exxon Mobile, and Office Depot.
Johansson is a Virtual Reality pioneer with more than 15 years experience in the 3D interactive simulation market from the sales, marketing and design perspectives. In 1995 he built the
Michigan-based subsidiary consulting company Prosolvia from the ground up, growing it to $13
million in annual sales in three years. He was previously a Program Manager and consultant for
Volvo Car Safety Analysis, and also for Oil & Gas Safety Analysis.
Lejerskar has 19 years industry experience in visualization and was previously the founder and
president of Prosolvia Konsult AB, a start-up which he built to over 600 employees with 14 offices
and annual sales exceeding $65 million. In 1996 he took the company public. Lejerskar was also
founder and president of PFAB, and Program Manager for Volvo Aero Ariane Rocket Project.
Epicuren Discovery, Laguna Hills
Colleen White Lohrman, Co-Founder & CEO
Michael White Lohrman, President

Colleen Lohrman and scientist Robert Heiman founded
Epicuren Discovery after Heimanʼs research led him to a study of
a special protein solution that had positive effects on severely
scarred burn victims at the Houston Burn Center. Their concept
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was to apply this unique solution, which Heiman developed as Metadermabolic Enzyme™, to
healthy skin to minimize aging. Colleen Lohrman shared Heimanʼs interests in natural healing,
wellness, essential oils and aromatherapy, and she had a background in business and customer
service which served the duo in starting up their business.
Lohrmanʼs kitchen became Epicurenʼs first manufacturing facility and distribution center.
Ahead of their time in the use of natural ingredients and an environmentally aware approach,
Epicurenʼs products remain true to the companyʼs core priorities. Emphasizing a personal
approach, the skin care line is available from affiliated spas and certified aestheticians. Lohrman
remains active as CEO, while son Michael Lohrman is the companyʼs current president.
Feinerman Vision Center, Newport Beach
Gregg Feinerman, M.D., FACS, Medical Director

Established in 2001, The Feinerman Vision Center is recognized as one
of nationʼs foremost medical practices dedicated to vision correction.
Founded by eye surgeon Dr. Gregg Feinerman, the Center offers a wide
array of vision corrections procedures. Itʼs qualified to perform complicated cases and FDA-trials for new procedures as well as highly complicated operations, including laser corneal transplants. A noted author and
educator, Dr. Feinerman regularly presents instruction to his peers, in
addition to publishing articles and abstracts in medical journals and textbooks read by physicians throughout the world. He serves as Chairman of Ophthalmology at
the prestigious Hoag Memorial Presbyterian Hospital in Newport Beach and is board-certified
and fellowship-trained in a host of refractive surgical procedures.
Fine Telecommunications, Inc., Costa Mesa
Randy Fine, President

Randy Fine has been leading Fine Telecommunications—the company
that LEGO, Hitachi, Net Devil, Gazillion Entertainment, Native
Instruments, Cox, and others go to when they need expert advice with
voice, data, and internet connectivity—for 15 years. His outstanding
accomplishments, strong leadership skills and unique hands-on approach
to business have been recognized by a number of prestigious organizations, which include the Orange County Business Journal, The California
State Assembly, The International Junior Chamber of Commerce and the
Orange County Museum of Architecture.
Finesse Aesthetic & Plastic Surgery, Newport Beach
Nirav Savalia, M.D., Owner

Based in Newport Beach, Nirav Savalia, M.D., is a well-respected, double board-certified plastic surgeon. Known for his skill, compassion and
dedication to patient-centered care, Dr. Savalia works closely with each
patient to develop an individualized plan of treatment. Dr. Savalia has a
thriving practice that specializes in a broad-spectrum of cosmetic and
reconstructive procedures. Facial surgery, breast surgery and body reshaping are all expertly administered by his skilled hands. With extensive formal
education in both the field of general surgery and the specialty of Plastic
and Reconstructive Surgery, including eight years of advanced surgical training, Dr. Savalia
understands the complexities of the human body and how it heals. This expertise, combined with
his warmth and compassion is what truly sets Dr. Savalia apart within the field of plastic surgery.
First Round Search, Irvine
Nick DʼAmbrosio, Founder/Managing Director

Nick DʼAmbrosio founded First Round Search in 1999 to offer executive
search and career advisory services to individuals and companies within
the technology market. He has worked tirelessly to position the company
as one of the most respected of its kind.
Over the course of his experience in executive search, Nick has personally completed hundreds of successful placements, building a worldclass reputation for consistency in recruiting quality players at all levels.
He has been called on by CEOs, Human Resources professionals and
other executives to offer insight into a wide range of topics including
designing effective compensation plans, lowering employee turnover and improving the recruiting process. DʼAmbrosio also founded FirstHire, a company that helps guide recent college
graduates in their quest to build successful long-term careers.
FoodPower, Costa Mesa
Phyllis Ann Marshall, CEO

Phyllis Ann Marshall brings more than 40 years of experience in virtually every aspect of the restaurant industry to FoodPower, a restaurant
consulting organization.
A graduate of Cornell University who has studied at culinary schools
around the world, Marshall possesses a top-tier education thatʼs proven a
solid foundation for her many accomplishments.
Founder of the Restaurant Management Certificate Program at UC
Irvine and a guest lecturer at UCLA, Marshall also serves as a contributing editor for several publications. Through these endeavors and by cofounding and operating Mr. Stox in Anaheim, not to mention starting her own culinary academy
in San Marino, she has become intimately familiar with all cuisines and earned a reputation for
being the secret ingredient for many great restaurant success stories.

Foot Petals LLC, Long Beach
Tina Aldatz, President

After 11 years in the fashion industry, Tina Aldatz came to the conclusion
that the marketplace lacked a product for stylish women who enjoy wearing heels but want to be comfortable. Determined to solve this problem,
she sought out to find the perfect material to create a designer shoe cushion, and Foot Petals was born. Today, Foot Petals consists of more than
ten unique products and kits that offer stylish, yet invisible solutions to
common problems caused by shoes. Currently, these products are sold at
more than 5000 retailers in the United States. Foot Petals has been
embraced by the fashion and medical communities alike. In fact, the
American Podiatric Medical Association has endorsed a variety of its
styles.
Freight Management, Inc., Anaheim
Robert J. Walters, President & Owner

Walters has always made staying ahead of the curve a top priority. In
1969 he launched American Traffic Services, one of the first freight consulting and management companies. However, he would soon realize that
he wanted to accomplish even more. He set out to create a company that
would assist shippers in choosing the right carriers for both their freight
and their lanes. Not wanting to leave the truckers out of the equation, he
developed relationships with them, which resulted in a harmonious marriage between shipper and carrier.
Walters leveraged his years of experience in the industry, founding
Freight Management, Inc. in 1988. Today, the company has an Orange
County location with 58 employees along with a full-service office in Dusseldorf, Germany.
Greerʼs OC, Costa Mesa
Greer Wylder, Owner

For 14 years, Greer Wylder has written about fashion, dining and trends
in Orange County, first as a columnist for the Daily Pilot and now as
founder of Greerʼs OC, a website and free daily e-mail newsletter, Daily
Dose of OC.
Greerʼs OCʼs origins are rooted in a tragic episode for Greerʼs family. In
2005, one of her four boys was diagnosed with Type I Diabetes, changing
the course of her life forever. She stayed closer to home to take care of her
son and, in the process, was able to tap into the then-young world of social
networking and online media. Having worked hard her entire life, she
decided to take advantage of the Internet and build a presence for her
many loyal readers. She could never have predicted what was to come—her online platform
became a viral sensation that spread throughout Orange County and beyond. Currently, it
reaches an audience of more than ten thousand readers daily.
HappyHourCard, Newport Beach
Nick Crane, Creator

Nick Crane, founder of HappyHourCard is a serial entrepreneur with
experience in startups, team-building, marketing, management, fundraising, and most importantly, execution.
HappyHourCard is committed to building profitable partnerships with its
advertisers, striving to become the best national entertainment and discount membership organization. It offers people an opportunity to enjoy
themselves and try new restaurants and bars at affordable prices—all
without the use of coupons. This paperless system is a boon both for the
environment and for Orange Countyʼs hospitality industry.
Jury Impact, Costa Mesa
Chris St. Hilaire, President & CEO

By taking the skills he acquired in politics and applying them to the
courtroom, Chris St. Hilaire founded Jury Impact, a national jury consulting firm that specializes in influencing public policy.
In 2008, the U.S. Small Business Association named St. Hilaire a Small
Business Person of the Year finalist. In 2007, he was named one of
Orange Countyʼs Most Successful Entrepreneurs by OC Metro. Also that
year, Jury Impact was honored by the American Business Awards as a
finalist in the “Most Innovative Company” category.
St. Hilaire has served as political director to the former California State
Assembly Minority Leader and as chief strategist and message specialist
for many of the nationʼs largest political campaigns. He has provided legal and political commentary in USA Today and on national news broadcasts including NBC, CSPAN and Fox News.
His first book, 27 Powers of Persuasion, will be published by Penguin Press this summer.
K2 Network, Inc./GamersFirst, Irvine
Joshua Hong, CEO & Co-Founder

Joshua Hong first discovered the potential of the Free2Play market while traveling in Korea for
business. (Free2Play games make money via the distribution and sales of virtual goods, such as
in-game currencies, weapons, ammunitions, etc.) He decided to introduce this new type of business model to the United States and other prominent markets, and GamersFirst was born.
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Founded in 2001, GamersFirst is the first Free2Play massively multiplayer online game (MMOG) publisher in the United States. Itʼs shaping
an emerging segment of gaming in the $13 billion video game industry in
America, while taking the Free2Play concept global. In 2006 it was given
a Dari Award by the Korea Creative Content Agency, which honored the
companyʼs efforts in bridging a cultural gap between Korea and the U.S.
In 2008, the Software Council of California named GamersFirst the
Entertainment & Gaming Company of the Year.

ing room & culinary positions while earning his degree in hospitality management at Cornell University. After graduating, he accepted a position at
P.F. Changʼs China Bistro and served as sous chef and manager while
opening new locations for the burgeoning chain. In 2000, he joined his
father, Thomas Simms, founder of Mimiʼs Café, and underwent that companyʼs management training program. There, he was involved in construction, real estate, training and information technology departments
before leaving in 2001 to develop the Lazy Dog concept.

Kona Kai Water is a unique bottled water business that prides itself on
a strong commitment to outstanding customer service and old-fashioned
personal attention. Company founder Kai Beaudoux enjoys getting to
know the organizations and individuals he calls clients not only so that he
can address their specialized needs in an educated fashion, but so that
he can support and promote them as well. These efforts have resulted in
a highly satisfied base of clients who appreciate his friendly nature and
relationship-oriented business model.
La Jolla Group, Irvine
Toby Bost, CEO, Chairman of the Board

Dan Merkleʼs coworkers describe him as a driven genius who faces
adversity and challenges with great gusto. His ability to recognize and
manage the risks Lexipol faces has allowed the organization—a leading
provider of risk management resources for public safety organizations
whose services include web-based policy manuals and procedure manuals—to become a major player in its field.
A senior executive with over 30 years of experience excelling at building enterprise value through alliances and strategic partnerships, Merkle
is recognized as an innovator in crafting and implementing competitive
strategies through collaboration in rapidly changing environments. He has
served as chief executive officer of several companies both public and private.

Lazy Dog Café, Huntington Beach
Chris Simms, CEO

Shawn McGuan, founder of LifeModeler, Inc. is an internationally recognized pioneer in biomechanics simulation. His companyʼs flagship
product, LifeMOD, is an innovative human simulation program that helps
orthopedic manufacturers to eliminate the traditional cadaver-based
design cycle. Complete with bones, joints and muscles, LifeMOD is a virtual human model that can walk, dance and even golf. Currently, it is
relied on as the major product design system for the top six orthopedic
manufacturers for knee and spinal orthopedic devices. It is now being
advanced into the virtual surgery arena, providing a tool for surgeons to
operate on the patient before the actual surgery.
A leader in the field, McGuan has recently been elected task leader of Physiological Durability
Testing Standards for Knee Replacement Devices, a newly formed ASTM standards group.

Kona Kai Water, Newport Beach
Kai Beaudoux, Owner

Toby Bost, a native to the San Francisco Bay area, put on his first
OʼNeill wetsuit at the age of seven. Today, he sits as the Chairman of the
Board of the La Jolla Group and Chief Executive Officer of each of its
brands, which include not only OʼNeill Clothing USA, but Lost Clothing,
Metal Mulisha Clothing and Rusty North America as well.
One of the youngest CEOs in the industry, Bost draws on more than 15
years of experience to oversee the La Jolla Groupʼs financial performance and
profitability, ensuring efficient operations, innovative design and high-quality
performance products.
Bostʼs charisma and vision have resulted in a noteworthy increase in both growth and multichannel distribution that includes brick and mortar retail in addition to e-commerce, specialty
surf and skate shops, and department stores around the globe.

Chris Simms learned the restaurant industry from the inside out by working in a variety of din-

Lexipol, LLC, Aliso Viejo
Dan Merkle, CEO

LifeModeler, Inc., San Clemente
Shawn McGuan, Founder/CEO

Lindora Medical Clinics, Costa Mesa
Cynthia Stamper Graff, President

After leaving the real estate business and earning a law degree from
Osgoode Hall Law School of York University in Toronto, Cynthia Stamper
Graff made her way back to Southern California, where she accepted a
position as general manager of Lindora Medical Clinics—the organization
that her father, Marshall B. Stamper, M.D. founded in 1971. Shortly after,
she was promoted to President. In 1997, Graff authored Lean for Life and
bodyPRIDE (a book directed at teenagers). Both books introduce the
Lindora program and philosophy on weight management, wellness, and
self-esteem. Graff is currently working on her third book, Living Lean for
Life.

President, CEO & Co-founder

Local.com, Irvine
Heath Clarke, CEO

Heath Clarke conceived the idea for his business, Local.com, while
searching online for the local business that manufactured a specific
leather reading chair. He founded the company in 1999 and took it public
in 2004, marking one of the most successful IPOs in the country that year.
Local.com is the largest and fastest-growing local search network in the
United States, acclaimed for delivering the most relevant local search
results to more than 20 million consumers every month. Frequently quoted alongside Google and Yahoo!, Local.com enjoys a center-stage position thanks to Clarkeʼs efforts. Clarke is involved with many professional
organizations, including The American Enterprise Institute, The Heritage
Foundation, and the Young Presidents Organization.

“Paragon Software Group Corporation delivers a comprehensive product line
focused on Disaster Recovery and Server Optimization as well as a portfolio
of unique file system drivers for hardware manufacturers. PSGC partners with
a growing list of Value Added Resellers and a host of world class technology
companies including Western Digital, Cisco, ASUS, Seagate, EMC/Iomega,
Buffalo, CloudEngine, NetGear, Novastor, Rackspace, Realtek, and more.”

888.347.5462
15615 Alton Parkway, Suite 400
Irvine, California 92618

Lucca Cafe, Irvine
Cathy Pavlos, Executive Chef
Elliott Pavlos, General Manager/Sommelier

Pavlos grew up in a large Italian family and her
childhood memories include cooking with her
grandmother for Sunday gatherings. A trained
architect and art historian with more than 20 years
in architectural practice and as a college professor,
Pavlos has always been drawn to cooking. Having
traveled to Italy every year for 30 years, sheʼs
developed a collection of remarkable recipes
inspired by her grandmotherʼs cooking and her favorite restaurants in Italy, France and Greece.
Along with husband Elliott Pavlos, who serves as the restaurantʼs General Manager and
Sommelier, Pavlos opened Lucca in 2005. The restaurant is “an urban concept in a suburban
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center,” whose ever-changing menu modifies Pavlosʼ recipe collection to incorporate the flavors of California with its emphasis on healthy, high quality ingredients. Lucca also offers a
unique and extensive wine bar.
Lugano Diamonds, Newport Beach
Mordechai “Moti” Haim Ferder, President

A master craftsman and jewelry visionary, Ferder was raised in his familyʼs jewelry business, which was established in 1974. With highly specialized gemological training and business savvy, he plays an instrumental role in the increasing success of the Newport Beach-based company,
helping to establish it as one of the worldʼs finest jewelers.
Ferder heads Luganoʼs development and branding campaigns and has
overseen the companyʼs global marketing in 22 countries. Under his
leadership, the Fashion Island-adjacent location was opened in 2005.
Ferder is a key creative force and jewelry expert, serving as designer,
buyer and appraiser for Lugano, and is the primary liaison between the company and international gemological laboratories. Lugano deals only with conflict-free diamonds and can trace
each of its stones back to its origins.
Prior to his work with Lugano, Ferder founded Craft Diamonds Ltd., specializing in the manufacturing of large stones and goods in both Israel and America.
Lyndon Group, Newport Beach
Ken Jones, Executive Managing Director

Kenneth L. Jones, CPA, is executive managing director of Lyndon
Group, an accounting, finance, information technology (IT) and corporate
governance professional services firm specializing in project-based
engagements. Since 2000, Jonesʼ vision, leadership and client-focused
service model, has kept the Lyndon Group positioned as one of the
fastest-growing firms in Southern California. With experience spanning
two decades in top-tier professional service firms, international middle
market organizations and emerging growth companies, Jones has lead
Lyndon Group to grow steadily, more than tripling in size and sales volume since its inception. Jones is a member of the American Institute of CPAs and the California
Society of CPAs. In addition, he serves as the Chairman of the Corporate Development
Committee for local nonprofit, Crystal Cove Alliance.
Madeline Zuckerman PR, Newport Beach
Madeline Zuckerman, President & Owner

Madeline Zuckerman launched her career in marketing, branding and
public relations on New York Cityʼs Madison Avenue nearly four decades
ago in 1971. She relocated to the West in the mid-1970s, founding her
namesake PR firm in 1978. Over the years, she has worked with an
impressive list of clients, which include Tiffany & Co., Escada (USA) Inc.,
Jaguar Cars, Hermes, Mikimoto and South Coast Plaza Shopping Center.
Zuckerman believes strongly in giving back to her community and supporting nonprofit organizations in Southern California. She contributes
time and support to various causes and presently serves on the Boards
of the Pacific Symphony and Girls Inc.
Born and raised in New York, Zuckerman holds a degree in Journalism from New York
University and is a graduate of the New York School of Interior Design.
Meridian Graphics, Tustin
Dave Melin, Owner and President

Melin has been in the printing business for almost 40 years, beginning as an employee in
his familyʼs company when he was in high school. In 2000 he joined
Meridian Graphics and has managed its growth from a $1.5 million company to a $24 million organization (in 2006), as well as its expansion
from the original 15,000 sq. ft. facility to its current 42,000 sq. ft. location.
Meridian Graphics is one of the largest G7-certified, environmentally
conscious “green” commercial printing companies in Southern
California. Its state of the art presses, sophisticated pre-press department, and reputation for honesty, integrity and service allow the company to consistently and responsibly produce accurate, vibrant printing.
Metafuse, Inc., Irvine
Steve West, Founder & CEO
Wes Kliewer, Founder & Director of Product Training

West and Kliewer are visionaries in the Internet and
software market. They founded Metafuse in 1996 as a
custom software development house to serve the new,
emerging World Wide Web market. The pair focused
on functionality, recognizing that companies wanted
websites to be able to access data on the back end and create a more interactive experience
for their customers. The young company, privately held without outside venture capital or financial assistance, survived the dot com bust by building a portfolio of traditional customers including Crane Valves, Edwards Lifesciences and EMC.
Despite challenges post 9/11, in 2001 the duo pioneered a web-based software product,
Project Insight, to serve the project management market. At that time, they had to explain to
prospective customers what a web-based solution was; now in 2010, Project Insight leads the
mid-market project management software niche with customers like American Honda, DirecTV,
JD Power & Associates, Gap, Merrill Lynch and more than 500 more.

MiMedia Productions, Irvine
Mike Ivey, President

After graduating high school and enrolling in college, Ivey got a part-time
job at Disneyland. Eventually, he parlayed this experience with his DJ
skills, embarking on an eight-year stint operating a DJ company and working with KROQ-FM, one of the largest radio stations in the nation. It wasnʼt long before he shifted his focus toward behind-the-scenes work, adding
lighting, projection systems, cameras and other video equipment to his
ever-increasing list of services. Live webcasting, his latest offering, can
both enhance and replace traditional conferences and conventions.
Whether itʼs a webcasting conference or a traditional training seminar,
Ivey and his dynamic creative team work with clients on a branding level,
helping with essential elements such as concepting, motivating audiences, and delivering a
message in an interesting and unusual manner.
Mission Center for Longevity & Aesthetic Medicine, Mission Viejo
James A. Heinrich, M.D., Founder/Medical Director
Charlene Jessup, Managing Director

Jessup and partner James A. Heinrich, M.D.
founded the Mission Center for Longevity &
Aesthetic Medicine to offer a state-of-the-art
facility for enhanced executive physicals in
Orange County. Located on the Mission Hospital
campus, the Center utilizes the latest technology
to determine the quality of the patientʼs health,
lifestyle and potential longevity, combining an
extensive physical with features including exercise tolerance and pulmonary function testing,
complete cardiac screening, biological age
analysis, skin cancer screening, comprehensive
explanation of test results, communication with
your primary care physician, and a quarterly follow up for one year.
Planning for the Center began in 2007, before the financial crisis caused severe cutbacks in discretionary spending. Jessup and Heinrich persevered, personally funding their venture to maintain
control, and moving forward with equipment purchases, hiring, training, web development and
marketing. The Center opened in the spring of 2009 and its client base continues to grow.
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Mitch-Stuart, Inc. president Michelle Cohen is an entrepreneur with a
truly altruistic vision; her company has pioneered several programs in the
travel industry that have helped nonprofit organizations raise almost a billion dollars in revenue since 1994.
Mitch-Stuartʼs clients include the United Way, American Red Cross,
Catholic Charities, Boy Scouts of America, Rotary Clubs, Boys & Girls
Clubs and Salvation Army. The organization works locally with CHOC
Foundation for Children, Pediatric Cancer Research Foundation, Anaheim
Memorial Medical Foundation, Orange County Museum of Art, Temple Bat
Yahm, Heritage Pointe, Coastline College Community Foundation and
Orange County Coastkeeper.
Cohen is a recognized speaker at numerous national conventions and is a member of
Association of Fundraising Professionals both locally and nationally.
Moxxe Public Relations, Laguna Beach
Mona Shah, Owner

As a one-woman operation, Mona Shah has her hands full with multiple clients—and yet she manages to give them all equal attention. But
what really sets her apart as an entrepreneur is her acumen for social
media, which serves her clients with tremendous dollops of free advertising. Her social media skills have put her in high demand lately as a growing list of clients have reached out to her to manage their Facebook
pages and Twitter accounts.
Shahʼs client list is impressive. Currently she represents The Winery
Restaurant & Wine Bar, Lucca Cafe, SOL Cocina, Prego Ristorante, Don
the Beachcomber, American Career College, West Coast University,
Daddy Cakes, Food Power, and the Orange County Restaurant Association.
Netlist, Irvine
Chuck Hong, CEO

Led by CEO and co-founder Chuck Hong, Netlist started out designing
and manufacturing custom memory and in late 2006 went public. Shortly
thereafter, Hong found that expectations for the entire semiconductor
industry were out of whack. When Vista floundered, prices in the memory
market dove along with it. At the same time, Netlist found competition from
companies based in other countries increasing. Faced with heavy losses
and impossible market conditions, Hong cut general expenses, lowered
operating costs and invested $10 million in research and development, the
result of which ultimately changed the focus of Netlist. His vision also led
to two entirely new lines of chip products called HyperCloud and NetVault.
HyperCloud, when introduced in November 2009, captured investors by storm—millions of
shares traded each day for a week and the stock price shot up to almost $8, even before the
chips had been tested by potential customers.
OC Restaurant Association, Inc., Aliso Viejo
Pamela Waitt, President/Founder

A mother of two and the president and founder of OC Restaurant
Association, Inc., Pamela Waitt is at the helm of the organization that has
brought us Orange County Restaurant Week, Happy Hour Week, and
Kidʼs Restaurant Week. Passionate about Orange Countyʼs dining scene,
Waitt strives to create fun and innovative events that appeal to a wide
variety of consumers.
Waittʼs involvement within the local restaurant industry has opened several doors for her—she relishes having been given the opportunity to sit
on the board at Share Our Selves (S.O.S.), a locally based nonprofit that
aims to provide free assistance to those in need of basic living essentials.
Olenicoff & Zinser, PC, Irvine
Kelly Zinser, Attorney/President

Kelly Zinser started her law firm just four months after giving birth in
2008 amid the worst stretch of the economic downturn. Her tireless work
ethic, attention to detail and compassionate approach to client service
have allowed her to build a successful practice not only in a very short
amount of time, but in spite of less than desirable circumstances.
Zinserʼs practice focuses on consumer bankruptcy, estate planning and
probate. She assists those facing financial difficulties and harassing calls
from creditors, enabling them to embark on a fresh start. She approaches
each client individually and helps them determine their best course of
action, which may or may not include bankruptcy.
Option Investments, Inc. (OpVest), Irvine
Scott Altenburg, CEO
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In 1989, Scott Altenburg started his first business, a mobile restaurant, which helped pay for
his college education. In the early 1990s, he began working 100-plus hours a week as a brokerʼs assistant and a waiter. Eventually, he became a top broker and sales manager at multiple
firms.
In 1999 he started his own firm, Summit Financial Services, with his wife Jennifer, who in

2001 left to raise the family. Altenburg then brought in Andre Julian as
CFO to help him build the company. Summit ultimately became Option
Investments, Inc. (OpVest).
Since opening its doors, OpVest has traded over half a million option
contracts and grown tremendously, employing more than 60 today. The
company has received numerous accolades, including a spot on the
Business Journalʼs 2009 Fast-Growing Private Companies List and being
named one of INC 500/5000ʼs Top 100 Financial Companies.
Altenburg and OpVest currently donate to multiple causes, including
local charity, Project Access and the Special Olympics.
OʼQuinn Clothing, Huntington Beach
Dean Quinn, President/Creative Director

At the age of 16 Dean Quinn became one of the hottest up-and-coming
surfers in the region—soon after, he found himself getting paid for his passion. Worried that a career as a pro surfer wouldnʼt last forever, he began
working for some now-defunct surf brands, including Team Gear and
Gotcha. In the summer of 1994, Bob Hurley (then the licensee of
Billabong America) asked Quinn to join their sales team, and he accepted
the offer; four years later, Hurley asked Quinn to join him as the VP of
sales for Hurley, his new brand. Quinn leveraged this impressive experience to launch OʼQuinn clothing in 2007. The Huntington Beach-based
lifestyle brand has become well known among trendsetters, athletes and
celebrities for its unique fits and impeccable attention to detail.
Today, OʼQuinn is a premium surf lifestyle brand selling to more than 150 accounts worldwide
with estimated annual sales between $5 million and $7 million.
Pacific Pharmacy Group, Mission Viejo
Tom Pascoe, CEO
Scott Tyree, COO

Tom Pascoe and Scott Tyree founded Pacific
Pharmacy Group in 2006, working together to implement their business plan of acquiring and opening successful, independent community pharmacies.
With Tyreeʼs wealth of operational know-how and
industry contacts and Pascoeʼs expertise in raising capital and leading high-growth companies, the two were able to concurrently raise nearly $4 million to start Pacific Pharmacy Group while completing its first three acquisitions in 2007. They
have demonstrated the foresight and flexibility that are calling cards of the true entrepreneur,
adapting their business strategy and moving quickly to take advantage of new opportunities.
Together, they have grown Pacific Pharmacy Group to nine locations with more than $30 million in revenue.
Palo Capital, Newport Beach
Kevin OʼGrady, President & Chief Investment Officer

Palo Capital is an SEC-registered investment advisor that manages
investments for individuals and non-profits. Founded in 2005, the companyʼs mission is to deliver investment results that regularly and significantly outperform market averages. Assets under management have
increased by more than 100% in the last year.
Palo Capitalʼs strong investment returns have benefitted from OʼGradyʼs
unique background which includes training in economics, medicine, and
business, and hands-on experience running healthcare and tech companies. Not many investment managers have been CFO for a semiconductor company.
Client assets are invested based on Paloʼs in-house, research-intensive investment process.
Virtually every stock placed in any client account is owned by Paloʼs principals. All assets are
custodied at Charles Schwab.
Paragon Software Group, Irvine
Tom Fedro, President & CEO

Fedro co-founded Paragon Software Group in June 2008 to provide disaster recovery and server optimization software and services to small
business and mid-enterprise clients, and also to deliver a unique portfolio
of file system drivers to large technology manufacturers and OEMs. Over
the past 20 months, the company has become a true tech success story;
in the midst of a struggling economy Fedro has navigated the business to
profitability and cash flow-positive status, growing it from a startup to a
powerhouse with millions in revenue—all the while building up its local
team with nothing but the strongest talent in Orange County. To accommodate its rapid growth, Paragon is moving into its new headquarters this
year and is poised to double revenues in 2010.
Passco Companies LLC, Irvine
Bill Passo, Founder/CEO/Chairman of the Board of Directors

Bill Passo, CEO of Passco Companies, LLC, has directed the formation of more than 100 private and public limited liability companies and limited partnerships along with the acquisition,
disposition, entitlement, management and leasing of more than 150 commercial real estate
properties valued at approximately $3 billion since 1978. Touted as the “Pioneer of the Tenant
In Common industry” by the New York Times, he is consistently quoted in major real estate,
business and financial publications. An engaging public speaker, Passo has participated in
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numerous industry panels in addition to a major radio talk show.
A lawyer by education, Passo—together with his attorney—approached
the Internal Revenue Service in 1994 to allow the 1031 exchange program
to be accepted as a Tenant In Common transaction. This was a pivotal move
in the evolution of the Tenant In Common industry for the entire country.
Precept, Irvine
Wade Olson, Founder and CEO

Located in UCIʼs prestigious University Research Park, Precept was
founded by Wade Olson and over the years has grown to over 150
employees. The firmʼs objective is making employee benefits work for
America.
Precept has seen its annual revenue increase an average of 16% each
year since its inception. That growth rate is four times the industry average, and has been fueled by an increase both in the number of clients
and the companyʼs scope of services.
Precept now is a $25 million-plus revenue firm and one of the 10 largest
independently owned employee benefits service firms in the U.S. Precept
supports various community organizations including Olive Crest Homes,
Orangewood Childrenʼs Foundation, the Ocean Institute, Community Action Partnership of
Orange County, Komen for the Cure, American Red Cross and American Cancer Society.
Prego Ristorante, Irvine
Ugo Allesina, Executive Chef/Partner
Ruth Bedi, Owner
Tony Bedi, Owner

Husband-and-wife team Tony and Ruth Bedi took ownership of Irvineʼs Prego Ristorante in hopes of restoring
its status as one of Orange Countyʼs top dining destinations. From replacing the floors and changing the upholstery to adding a sports bar and new restrooms, they
remodeled and refurbished the entire space.
Tony Bedi has been the President of A.R.I. Industries, Inc. Division Airdyne Refrigeration (a
designer and manufacturer of refrigeration and other equipment for commercial kitchens) for 15
years. His background provides a unique breadth of experience for managing and owning a
high-end eatery—he has worked with many upscale restaurant operators, including Tom
Colicchio of the Craft Restaurants and “Top Chef” television show.
While attending Colorado State University, Ruth Bedi studied abroad at La Varenne, a famed
culinary school in France. There, she had the opportunity to learn some cooking techniques and
have lunch with Julia Child.
Ugo Allesina, executive chef & partner at Prego, brings more than 25 years of experience to
his position. By working at a number of prestigious hotels and restaurants throughout Europe
and the United States, he has become a premier chef of Northern Italian cuisine.
Progressive Lighting, Tustin
Randy Parole, President & CEO

As President and CEO of Progressive Lighting & Energy Solutions,
Randy Parole oversees the companyʼs operations, financial and business
development. Along with his superb vision, he brings solid credentials and
28 years of experience working with businesses to improve lighting and
energy consumption for commercial buildings.
Prior to joining the team at Progressive Lighting, Parole served as
regional vice president of Amtech Lighting Services, managing finances
and operations for the companyʼs $30 million Southwest U.S. region.
Before that, he was president of Lighting Management Systems, a commercial lighting retrofit
and energy service business. He also was branch manager of ABM Lighting Servicesʼ Anaheim
location.
Parole is a Certified Lighting Management Consultant (CLMC), a Certified Energy Auditor
(CEA) and an active member of the Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA).
R&D Medical Products, Inc., Lake Forest
David Sheraton, President & CEO

R&D Medical Products, Inc. was originally the research and development department of Sentry Medical Products, Inc., of which David
Sheraton was director. Sheraton ran the R&D department along with the
QA/QC department for 17 years. During that period, the company
increased its annual sales from $1 million to $13 million.
In 1996 Sentry Medical Products, Inc. was sold to Ludlow Technical
Products and the R&D department was ordered to shut down. In order to
sustain the development efforts serviced by the department, some
O.E.M. companies provided the necessary capital to allow Sheraton to
turn the department into his own corporation.
Ramirez International, Irvine
Manuel Ramirez, CEO/President

A founding member of Ramirez International, which celebrated its 30th anniversary earlier
this year, Manuel Ramirez is at the helm of a company that services private enterprises, publicly traded corporations, governmental institutions and non-profit organizations in 13 countries.
Heʼs also a co-founder of Hispanic 100, an organization working to help further the develop-

ment of local, national and international Hispanic business and political
leaders and to be a conduit to facilitate and implement the strategic resolution of issues critical to the Hispanic community. He also served as the
last elected President and first Chairman of the Board for the Hispanic
Chamber of commerce of Orange County. Additionally, he co-founded
GenNext PAC and the Orange County Catholic Foundation, and sits on
the board at Legatus. Whatʼs more, heʼs the audit committee chairman of
the Santa Ana Business Bank, the finance and investment committee
chairman of Make-A-Wish foundation, and the finance chair for the Boy
Scouts of America.
Recycle Your Media, Newport Beach
Brian Musil, Owner

After working in the print media and marketing industry for several
years, Musil recognized a need for a secure and reliable means by which
corporate data centers could recycle their used data tape cartridges and
securely eradicate the stored data. He capitalized on this need by launching Recycle Your Media—a company that eradicates data on media storage tapes according to government data sanitization standards and offers
the refurbished tapes for sale at discounted rates—in 2005. Musil introduced the eco-friendly company on the leading edge of the green revolution, and the concept continues to be successful and lucrative; the firm
employs more than 30 workers between its Newport Beach headquarters
and Silicon Valley production facilities and has over 1000 clients in the U.S. and 37 other countries. Recycle Your Media counts high-profile, Fortune 500 organizations such as Sun
Healthcare Group, Google and Lockheed Martin as clients.
A homeowner in the burgeoning art district of downtown Santa Ana, Musil added “art gallery
owner” to his resume in 2007 with the opening of Art from the Hive, which showcases local
artistsʼ work by appointment and during the Santiago Art Districtʼs monthly art walks.
Rent-A-Green Box, Costa Mesa
Spencer Brown, Founder and Chief Tree Hugger

According to Spencer Brownʼs research, 20% of the population moves every year and the average person will move 16 times in their lifespan, using an average of 40 boxes per move. In an
effort to eliminate the senseless use of cardboard boxes during a move, he launched Rent-AGreen Box.com—a comprehensive pack-and-move solution that is the first company of its kind
in America. Rent-A-Green Box converts massive amounts of trash mined from local landfills into
a suite of 13 sustainable, cradle to cradle, zero-waste packing and moving products.
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In 2009 Brown won Californiaʼs “GEELA” (Governorʼs Environmental
and Economic Leadership Award) for new market technologies in recycling. This year, the International Green Dot Awards bestowed upon him
two Honorable Mentions. Brown also won the 2010 State of California
Cool Climate Small Business Award and heʼs been nominated for Global
Greenʼs 2010 Environmental Leadership Award.
Sambazon, Inc., San Clemente
Ryan Black, Founder & CEO

Ryan Black founded Sambazon in 2000 after discovering the acai fruit
during a surfing trip to Brazil. By working closely with the worldʼs foremost
conservation organizations, his organization has pioneered the first of its
kind Fair Trade, sustainable and certified-organic supply chain of acai.
Today, Sambazon Sustainable Acai is enjoyed by world-class athletes and
health-conscious people across the globe.
A social entrepreneur, Black is guided by the “Triple Bottom Line” philosophy; that is, he aims for success on economic, social and environmental levels. Sambazonʼs mission is to enrich the lives of thousands of
Amazon families, aid in the economic growth of the region and protect the
biodiversity of the rainforest through market-driven conservation.
Saritasa Web Developers, Corona del Mar
Nik Froelich, Owner

In the 1980s, Nik Froelich ran a concrete grinding company, which he
grew nationally via word of mouth and the yellow pages. During the early
1990s, he shifted advertising gears, successfully utilizing the Internet long
before search engines like Google and Yahoo! were popular.
Subsequently, he gained credibility as a web consultant and soon after,
he purchased a web development company. Beginning with one web
designer and a handful of developers, Saritasaʼs success story started to
take form. Froelich grew his development team to more than 40, and this
year is hiring more. The company continues to take on bigger clients and more complex jobs,
positioning itself at the forefront of the technology revolution.
Savvy Employment Specialists, Costa Mesa
Kellie Lewis, CEO/Talent Acquisition Manager

Kellie Lewis founded Savvy Employment Specialists in August 2004 after working in the
staffing industry for more than a decade. Her devotion to the development of the Savvy team

while delivering a more personal, committed approach to business has
proven to be a critical asset to her clients. Lewis has been nominated for
many professional awards, including OCBJʼs Women in Business and
Family Owned Business. When it comes to young business and civic leaders, Lewis is one of Orange Countyʼs brightest stars.
Lewis holds the California Accredited Consultant (CAC) and Certified
Staffing Professional (CSP) designations, assuring her clients that their
employment objectives rest in the most competent of hands.
SEW Creative, Costa Mesa
Ian Elliott, Managing Partner

Ian Elliott is a member of a new wave of socially responsible entrepreneurs. A 2007 graduate of Loyola Marymount University, he leverages the
experience he gained doing international marketing for Quiksilver to
inform his latest venture: SEW Creative.
SEW Creative aims to advance social causes to a network of supporters via communication, networking, and branding strategies. Now in its
second year of operations, the company is relatively new on the scene—
but itʼs already made significant strides in redefining the ways that business and social activism can work hand in hand. Currently, Elliott is leading projects that deal with a variety of causes, benefiting a wide range of
organizations.
Sheri Geoffreys Photography, Ladera Ranch
Sheri Geoffreys, Founder

Sheri Geoffreys was diagnosed with Hodgkinʼs Lymphoma Cancer six
weeks after the birth of her first child in 1999. During her nine-month
struggle with the illness, she reflected on her life and took the shift as an
opportunity to get in touch with her interests and passions, chief among
them photography and helping others. By taking college courses in traditional black and white film photography, she honed her innate artistic
sense and discovered she possessed a remarkable technical talent for
the craft as well as a keen ability to retouch. Today, her namesake business focuses on corporate photography.
A mother of two young children and a triathlete, Geoffreys supports
numerous charitable organizations, including the Heart Gallery, Girls Inc., C.A.S.A. and The On
Purpose Book & Scholarship, which she founded.
Shield Security, Inc., Orange
Edward Klosterman, Jr., President

Edward Klosterman, Jr. carries on the tradition of service that has been
a hallmark of Shield Security since it was founded by his father in 1964.
Along with presiding over the Shield team, Klosterman can often be found
visiting clients with Shieldʼs Regional Vice Presidents, personally ensuring customersʼ needs are met and exceeded. Determined to grow the
business and provide superior service, Klosterman set forth a solid business plan and strategic goals to help realize his dream. With commitment,
integrity and leadership, he continues to grow the company, keeping protection his number one priority. Today, Shield Security, Inc. has locations
in Burbank, Long Beach, Orange, San Diego and Upland.
Sipper Photography
Dana Sipper, Co-owner
Jeff Sipper, Co-owner

Voted Top 5 in the MyFoxLa Best of OC Wedding
Photographers for 2009, Sipper Photography—a
husband and wife team that specializes in weddings, portraits and events—boasts a style that they
describe as simple, modern and casual. Clients give
the Sippers rave reviews for their trusted ability to
capture the essence of the events they cover while maintaining a high level of professionalism.
Jeff and Dana Sipper have been seen in numerous publications, including Broughton
Quarterly, OC Family and Foam Magazine. Whatʼs more, Dana is the featured blogger for
OrangeCounty.Weddings.com by The Knot.
Recently, a photograph credited to Sipper Photography was displayed on a Forbes.com feature entitled “The Web Celeb 25.”
SOL Cocina, Newport Beach
Matt Baumayr, General Manager/Operating Partner
Rich Howland, Managing Partner/Director
Deborah Schneider, Executive Chef/Partner

Matt Baumayr, Rich Howland and Deborah Schneider bring years of talent and industry experience to SOL Cocina. Having served as regional
manager for RA Sushi Restaurant as well as manager at P.F. Changʼs in
San Diego, Baumayr has a complete understanding of restaurant operations in addition to a solid background in marketing and branding—he
holds a B.S. in business administration from Arizona State University.
Howland has enjoyed more than 15 years of entrepreneurial success;
his dazzling resume includes not only a tenure as an officer with Benihana
Inc., but being a founder at RA Sushi, which was acquired by Benihana
Inc. in 2002.
Schneiderʼs accomplishments as a chef are just as impressive—in addition to being touted
as “the reigning queen of San Diego chefs” by Bon Appétit Magazine, in 2009 she was nomi-
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nated for a coveted James Beard Foundation
Award for her most recent cookbook.
SOL Cocina plays up the best of Baja in Newport
Harbor, offering an energetic, hip and inviting dining experience. Schneiderʼs menu features contemporary gourmet interpretations of Baja street
cuisine, which is complemented by a full bar.
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Solis Capital Partners, Newport Beach
Dan Lubeck, Managing Director

Dan Lubeck is the founder and managing director of Solis Capital
Partners. He has led as a principal or professional more than 60 acquisitions and divestitures of middle market companies. Prior to Solis, he
co-founded Unique Investment Corporation, a similar leverage buyout
company. In 1992, he was a founding partner of a Southern Californiabased business law firm: McIntyre, Lubeck, Borgess & Burns. Prior
thereto, he worked as an attorney for several prestigious national law
firms, including Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker and Manatt, Phelps &
Phillips, specializing in corporate and real estate acquisitions and divestitures.
Lubeck holds a law degree from UC San Diego. He sits on a variety of private company
Boards of Directors.
Susanʼs Healthy Gourmet, LifeSpring Home Nutrition, Xan Confections, Irvine
Susan Johnson, CEO
Kerry Johnson Anthony, President

With a family history of both cancer and heart disease,
Susan Johnson and daughter Kerry Johnson Anthony
are conscious of the benefits of a healthy lifestyle. They
have fused this with love of great cuisine via three synergistic entrepreneurships. Fifteen-year-old company
Susanʼs Healthy Gourmet (SHG) pioneered and perfected the concept of delicious and nutritious calorie-controlled meals delivered to homes and offices twice weekly throughout Southern California. Meanwhile, LifeSpring
Home Nutrition provides healthy and affordable frozen
meals to seniors, and Xan Confections (created with celebrated OC chocolatier Tracey Downey) offers all natural, gourmet artisan chocolates. Susan
and Kerry, CEO and president, respectively, are a collaborative team who together foster continued growth of the companies. Combined revenues have surpassed $9.4 million, and SHG
has expanded delivery capabilities to Northern California.
T3 Motion, Costa Mesa
Ki Nam, Founder/CEO

Ki Nam started T3 Motion to create electric vehicles that would deliver
high performance, dramatic cost savings and positive environmental
impact for professional and consumer markets alike. Headquartered in
Costa Mesa, T3 Motion is dedicated to raising the bar on environmental
standards, law enforcement and security capabilities in personal mobility
technology.
Past ventures Nam has spearheaded include Irvine-based
PowerWave, a successful company in the telecommunications industry.
Thomas Whitelaw, Irvine
Joseph Thomas, Managing Partner

December 2002 found Joseph Thomas on top of the world. As head of
litigation in the Irvine office of a prominent national law firm, he had a
flourishing practice and an impeccable trial record. But despite all the
high-profile trial wins under his belt, he felt that something was missing.
He asked himself if he was truly fulfilling his passion and the answer was
“almost.” He then made the decision to venture outside his comfort zone,
leaving his cushy position to start a law firm of his own. Today, Thomas
Whitelaw is recognized as one of the nationʼs premier litigation boutiques,
specializing in high-stakes intellectual property, complex business and
real estate litigation.
Topcor LLC, Irvine
Mike Sweeney, President
Trish Sweeney, Vice President
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Mike Sweeney, President of Topcor, holds several
product patents and has applied for two more within the
past couple of years alone. He founded a fitness equipment company (Tectrix) in the late 1980s that was successful enough to make Inc. Magazineʼs 1994 list of
Fastest Growing Companies in the United State. Later
that year, Sweeney acquired a virtual reality equipment
company, which he sold in 1998. Sweeney enjoys thinking outside the box, utilizing his design and engineering
experience to solve problems.
One of Topcorʼs most exciting innovations, Clipa—a handbag hanger designed to accommodate todayʼs larger, heavier purses—was launched July 2009.

Torelli Realty, Costa Mesa
Valerie Torelli, President/Owner

At the start of her career, Valerie Torelli recognized a common disconnect between realtors and clients. To correct this, Valerie opened Torelli
Realty in Costa Mesa, where she created a successful business formula
that links realtors to their customers by actively listening and building
relationships, rather than only focusing on meeting sales goals. This,
coupled with shared literature and establishing a common language
among employees, has set Torelli Realty apart from bigger firms. Since
opening in 1984, Valerie has led Torelli Realty to achieve a stellar reputation and to become the No.1 real estate office in Costa Mesa year after
year. Valerieʼs success is also evident in her dedication to spreading
community appreciation by organizing annual seasonal events and supporting local schools
and organizations.
Trace|3, Irvine
Hayes Drumwright, CEO

Hayes Drumwright works as CEO of Irvine-based Trace|3, Inc., a data
storage business that was founded in 2002 with next to nothing in capital.
Last year, the companyʼs sales topped $110 Million, marking a 17%
growth from the previous year. This outstanding growth has caught the
attention of several business awards recognition programs, including
INCʼs 2009 Fastest-Growing Private Companies, OC Metroʼs 2009 Best
Companies to Work For, and OCBJʼs 2008 Fast-Growing Private
Companies.
Drumwright believes that giving back will strengthen our communities
now and for years to come. As such, Trace|3 supports Talk About Curing
Autism (TACA) and is the main sponsor for the Carson Palmer Open charity golf tournament,
which directly benefits the Hillview Acres Childrenʼs Home.
Traditional Jewelers, Newport Beach
Eric Halfacre, President

Following in the entrepreneurial footsteps of his father, Marion Halfacre,
Erik Halfacre leverages his strong business background, unmatched
financial savvy and superb buying skills to carry on a long-standing “tradition” of excellence as President of Newport Beach-based Traditional
Jewelers. Since appointed to this position in 2009, Halfacre has expertly
navigated the company through challenging economic times with aplomb,
managing not only to retain the companyʼs existing staff, but to grow it.
Erik attends annual buying trips to Geneva and Basel, selecting the fine
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watches and jewelry that have become synonymous with his companyʼs name. Whatʼs more,
he has been instrumental in the opening of the companyʼs second location in Malibu.
Trevino Law, Laguna Hills
Denise Trevino, Attorney

Attorney Denise Trevino has started three lucrative law practices in
Utah, Arizona and California. She has successfully litigated cases in the
areas of criminal and family law and currently emphasizes her practice in
the areas of estate planning and family law. Trevino has been very active
in the Orange County Bar Association, for which she served on the board
for the Trusts & Estate section, rising to the level of Section Chair. She
also served as Section Chair, and frequent speaker, of the Solo/Small
Firm section of the OCBA.
Trevino also devotes time and effort outside the legal community, volunteering with organizations including Lauraʼs House and Mike Community Development
Corporation. Additionally, she has traveled to Mexico to help build homes for people in need.
Trinet Internet Solutions, Inc., Irvine
John Carley, President and CEO

John Carley continues to embody the entrepreneurial spirit that has
helped grow Trinet Internet Solutions into one of Deloitteʼs Fastest
Growing Technology Companies. At just 19 years of age, Carley founded
what today is Orange Countyʼs largest and longest-running web firm, having 60 employees. The organization turned a profit after only four years of
operation, maintaining steady growth year in and year out. Clients Trinet
has pioneered web marketing campaigns for include Coca-Cola, Sony,
American Red Cross, IMAX, Salvation Army and Toyota.
Currently, Trinet is the nationʼs 23rd fastest growing media agency
according to INC. 5000, and has been listed as one of the Business
Journalʼs Fast-Growing Private Companies for the past three years.
Verengo Solar Plus, Orange
Randy Bishop, CEO
Ken Button, President

In 2008 Randy Bishop and Ken Button purchased a residential siding
and window replacement company with the intent to incorporate solar
panel installation into the companyʼs offering of services—gradually.
Months later, the market for home improvements evaporated, and their
plan had to accelerate. The duo hustled to raise additional capital and
adapt their plan, and were successful in their endeavors. Less than two
years later, Verengo Solar Plus is the leading solar system installer in
Southern California, and it continues to expand at a rapid pace. To meet
customer demand in 2009, the company created more than 90 new jobs,
with plans to add another 200 jobs in the next two years. Whatʼs more, the systems Verengo
has installed to date are estimated to have saved myriad carbon emissions, accomplishing the
equivalent to the planting of 31,000 acres of trees and taking more than 12,000 cars off the
road. Over the lifetime of these installed systems, homeowners will save $26,000,000 in energy costs.
Veterinary Cancer Group, Tustin
Dr. Mona Rosenberg, Founder and Chief of Staff

Dr. Mona Rosenberg—Founder and Chief of Staff at Veterinary Cancer
Group—received her DVM from UC Davis, followed by an internship and
residency at Animal Medical Center in New York. She has been a diplomat
of the ACVIM in Oncology since 1992 and is an active member of the
Veterinary Cancer Society and SCVMA where she is a regularly soughtafter lecturer. In addition, Dr. Rosenberg heads up the medical oncology
residency program at Veterinary Cancer Group. Whatʼs more, she recently was honored the ACVIM Foundation for her lifetime dedication to helping animal cancer patients and their owners. She also was appointed
Clinical Associate Professor of Veterinary Medicine at Western University of Health
Sciences/College of Veterinary Medicine.
In 2008, Veterinary Cancer Group ranked third in the “Growing Companies” category of
Californiaʼs Best Places to Work Program, sponsored by Employers Group.
Visual Lighting Technologies, Lake Forest
Dan Haydt, President & Founder

Since its launch ten years ago, Visual Lighting Technologies—a company that develops, manufactures and distributes high-quality fiber optic
and LED lighting fixtures—has expanded at a tremendous rate, leaving its
initial two-room office space for an 8,000 square-foot facility while growing its staff to 20. Over the years, Visual Lighting Technologies has
acquired an impressive list of clients, which include Cartier, Baccarat,
Traditional Jewelers and Guggenheim Museum.
President and founder Dan Haydt graduated from California State
University, Northridge and worked for other lighting manufacturers before
starting VLT in January 2000.
The Winery Restaurant & Wine Bar, Tustin
JC Clow, Managing Partner
Yvon Goetz, Executive Chef & Partner
William Lewis, Sommelier & Managing Partner
Patrick Quinn, Partner

Having opened in mid-2007, The Winery
Restaurant & Wine Bar has created quite a stir
by successfully pairing contemporary California
regional cuisine with a hip, vibrant setting that
results in a cutting-edge dining experience. The
restaurantʼs leadership has played an instrumental role in securing the coveted “Restaurant of the
Year” award from the Orange County Concierge
Association for the past two years.
Partners JC Clow, William Lewis and Patrick
“Irish” Quinn spent more than 12 years together
at the second-highest grossing Mortonʼs in the
country (South Coast Plaza) before embarking
on their own journey to open The Winery.
Executive Chef & Partner Yvon Goetz—who
joined the team after spending most of his career
leading other restaurateurs to success—now
directs a team that delivers a culinary experience
reminiscent of Californiaʼs wine country.
The Wineryʼs charitable contributions have
included participation in several very prestigious off-site charity events, including Culinary
Masters (put on by The Roosters organization) Share Our Strengthʼs Taste of the Nation and
Jessica Estradʼs “Not So Serious,” a womenʼs charity golf tournament that benefits
Orangewood Pals.
WiSpry, Irvine
Jeffrey Hilbert, President and Co-founder

Jeffrey Hilbert is president and co-founder of WiSpry, a semiconductor
company he founded in 2003. WiSpry designs and manufactures components for leading manufacturers of mobile phones, laptops and wireless
data communications products. Hilbert brings to the organization more
than 25 years of experience at top companies including Coventor, LSI
Logic, AMCC, Motorola and Harris. A noted industry expert, Hilbert is in
high demand for speaking engagements all over the world, such as the
MEMS Executive Conference and IEEE Conferences. He is an editor and
contributing author for a textbook on ASIC technology and has published
articles in magazines such as Solid State Technology and IEEE
Communications.
Working Wardrobes, Costa Mesa
Jerri Rosen, CEO and Founder

Jerri Rosen is CEO and founder of Working Wardrobes, a nonprofit
organization that each year helps 5,000 men, women and young adults in
crises re-enter the workforce through career development and professional wardrobing. Currently celebrating its 20th year, Working Wardrobes
has served more than 50,000 clients in Southern California in partnership
with more than 60 local shelters and social service agencies.
In late 2009, Working Wardrobes moved into a 16,500 sq. ft. multipurpose center in Costa Mesa to serve thousands more clients and offer an
unprecedented expansion of services, including life and career skills
workshops and career counselor training. To help fund the programs,
Rosen has successfully initiated a series of social enterprises, including The Hanger. This chain
of upscale resale boutiques is part of a business model that accounts for 75 percent of revenue.
Wright Creativity, Mission Viejo
Kirsten Wright, Owner

Kirsten Wright, owner of Wright Creativity, was a rhetorical communications major at Cal State Long Beach who after graduation launched a
career in marketing. During the social media boom of 2007, she worked
with her then-employer to connect clients and take advantage of what the
“new” Web had to offer. In early 2008, she started the Wright Creativity
blog as a creative outlet. Her readers grew, and slowly she picked up
some small freelance projects, working with clients on building Twitter followers and improving blog strategies and practices. In April 2009, when
the effects of the economic downturn began to wear heavily on her
employer, she was laid off. That was when she decided to take the plunge
and turn Wright Creativity into a full-fledged business, offering blog management, web strategy, design and copywriting services for businesses that do not employ a full-time graphics and
marketing team.
Young Singers of Orange County, Newport Beach
Samantha Smith, Founder

Samantha Smith—a singer/songwriter/musician who has played the
piano since the age of eight—is only a senior in high school. In November
2009 at the age of 17, she founded Young Singers of Orange County: a
nonprofit community service organization that aims to provide an opportunity for elementary-aged children to participate in a choir that will perform concerts at school, hospitals and elderly care facilities. The organization will generate funds through these and other public performances as
well as through private donations, sponsorships and grants, to benefit
local nonprofit organizations for children in the OC area.
Overture Young Professionals, a nonprofit organization that raises
funds for arts education, has agreed to mentor Samantha and has already held several
fundraisers to help pay the costs of getting Young Singers of Orange County off the ground.
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